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The theme for Unit15X in 2019 focuses on critical investigation of 
emergent, larval public open spaces in Africa. The chosen sites of in-
vestigation for Unit 15X are three public spaces in the inner city of 
Dar es Salaam in Tanzania. Unit15X is motivated by two reasons for 
investigating public spaces in Dar es Salaam. Firstly, Dar es Salaam 
has been identified as one of the rapidly urbanizing cities in Africa 
and therefore it holds important lessons for developing cities on the 
continent in future. Secondly, Dar es Salaam, has implemented a rap-
id-bus-transit-system, and the city has realized that the transporta-
tion systems have adverse impacts on public spaces, hence there is 
need to establish quality public spaces in synergy with the transpor-
tations systems and the cultural needs of contemporary inhabitants. 
Unit15X’s interest is to re-imagine and re-define public space beyond 
the traditional modernist/Eurocentric ideals of places designed for 
relaxation, visual enjoyment or offering climatic respite from the in-
door environment for the working classes communities in inner city 
environments. In contemporary African cities, public spaces need to 
respond to multiple functions and create broader meanings; this is 
what Unit15X aims to define through this research in Dar es Salaam. 
Public spaces in many cities across the world are on the decline, in 
terms of size and quality, because of increasing urban population and 
the pressure to build shelter and find land on which to grow food for 
the new urban inhabitants. In most post-colonial African cities like 
Dar es Salaam, public spaces are under pressure from a rapidly grow-
ing urban population and a severe lack of resources to maintain and 
respond to changing social, cultural and economic values. Further, 
there is a lack of funding for public spaces for planning, design and 
maintenance. City authorities maintain that the financial benefits of 
investing in public open spaces are difficult to quantify as compared 
to public infrastructure such as transportation, buildings, bridges and 
services, all of which can readily be evaluated, costed and future prof-
its projected. Consequently, this lack of  economic qualification leads 
to loss of public open spaces development, led by corporate business-
es or  to being  ‘hijacked’ by street traders and illegal housing estate 
investors. 
Planners, architects, urban designers, psychologists, ecologists and 
the likes agree that the quality of life in cities is determined by the 
quality of its public spaces. In cities like Dar es Salaam where public 
space is lost to ‘development’, ‘urban regeneration’ projects or illegally 
occupied by traders. Unit15X explores the role of planners, urban de-
signers and architects in redesign and redevelopment projects of pub-
lic spaces. Unit 15X’s projects investigate the influence of architects, 
planners, landscape architects and urban designers over the trajec-
tory of these projects in the public space with a view to discovering 
alternative ways of defining and designing public spaces.
Units15X draws insights from the contemporary issues in Dar es Sa-
laam’s urban context and its diverse communities in our quest to ar-
ticulate what public open spaces are and could be. The methodology 
utilizes lessons from literature and adjacent disciplines such as film, 
music, visual art, ecology, evolving environmental rules, regulations, 
and legislation to assist us in positing wider definitions of public open 
space. 
Through an engaged action research methodology, we aim to develop 
a deeper understanding of the interaction of a variety of social and 
environmental forces that contribute to the complex experiences of 
public open spaces. Action research methodology enables a collabo-
rative engagement that empowers all active partners (students, ar-
chitects, urban designers, engineers, community leaders, street ven-
dors, and the general public) interested in improving and developing 
public open spaces in urban contexts. By critical collective reflection 
on the historical, socio-political and ecological contexts of open spac-
es, new sustainable designs for public spaces in Dar es Salaam can be 
promulgated. This critical approach entails challenging the traditional 
curriculum of architecture and involves searching for new innovative 
ways to teach and learn about public open spaces, about architecture 
and about the larval nature of urban environments in Africa.
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“The thing I absolutely love about food, is it’s a common 
thread that connects us, 
no matter what culture we come from.” 
(Poh Ling Yeow, n.d)
Figure 2: Page-break.  
Mapping common foods across global boundaries.
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“…much of our engagement with food is unspectacular and inconspicuous, undertaken in private, 
and regulated by a series of unspoken rules regarding eating.” 
(David Marshall, 2006:2)
Mnazi Mmoja. It is worthy to note that despite the presence of many 
green open spaces in the city, pertaining to Mnazi Mmoja in particular, 
there is no evidence of accessible open spaces beyond the pavement 
edges and thus it becomes apparent that there is a disconnect be-
tween what is intended as public space and how it is established at 
an interactive scale. 
Through a comparative analysis of case studies in Helsinki, Johannes-
burg, and Zanzibar, where food culture is effectively integrated into 
the public space, the ideas around how space is used to accommodate 
food and how the food itself is presented are extracted and criticized 
in relation to its potential implementation in Dar es Salaam. By ana-
lyzing the success of the local precedent of Forodhani Gardens in Zan-
zibar, appropriate design interventions could be extracted and applied 
to Mnazi Mmoja in Dar es Salaam, rather than attempting to retrofit 
a typically “Eurocentric” concept into this unique and African context.
The resultant design intervention is in the creation of an accessible 
public space that could serve multiple functions but has accommo-
dation and evident presence of local food trade. This includes the 
designing of an infrastructure that supports both the existing food 
culture of the context, as well as an imagined future culture which 
will improve the experience of the inner city and whose presence will 
take part in the growth of the economy. 
An emphasis is placed on the use of food as a connector of people, on 
a site that was intended to separate people, being reclaimed by the 
public through the engagement with the many facets around experi-
encing food. This, in turn, emphasizes that a reviewing of legislation 
and its execution, pertaining to open public space specifically, needs 
to be implemented, thus providing accessible public spaces for the 
potential of an urban food, trade and engagement culture initiation 
in Dar es Salaam’s inner city.
Inspired by a personal love for food and an interest in how food can 
be regarded as a link between people across different cultures and 
contexts, this project looks at the capacity that food has in enhancing 
public space and its effective use, in the context of Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania. Dar es Salaam and its inner city, have a vibrant and dynamic 
public presence - a mixing-pot of activities, sounds, smells and move-
ment. An interest in the local food culture and how it featured in the 
public realm began to emerge and the ways in which it differed from 
that of my native Johannesburg, South Africa. 
The concept of fast food, in particular became an interest within the 
context of Dar es Salaam, as it manifests itself in stark contrast to 
that of Johannesburg. The common practice of making one’s way to a 
fast food outlet (often by means of private vehicle) is easily identified 
with in many parts of the world. This outlet often takes the form of 
a franchise restaurant or drive-through, with a service counter where 
one’s order is placed, a semi-hidden kitchen area where the order is 
prepared and an allocated dining area where this food is consumed. In 
Dar es Salaam’s inner city, however, food is more likely to find its way 
to you as one walks through town, whether the vendor travels by foot 
or bicycle, one may hear (the sounds that vendors make) and smell 
the food before it is seen. 
A wide variety of street food can be found in urban areas across Tan-
zania (Marras, S. 2018:1) however, for the most part, the political ap-
proach toward these street vendors “always vacillated between toler-
ance and repression,” (Marras, S. 2018:i). This attitude is made evident 
in the policies of eviction and reallocation of street vendors in the city 
and thus this project begins to respond to the judgment that despite 
current planning legislation guidelines intending to provide effective 
open public spaces, the reality of what their implementation physi-
cally manifests fall short of meeting the needs of the public at large. 
Such public spaces ought to allow for public access, whether free or 
paid, and should provide for public amenities such as ablution facil-
ities, secure spaces for rest and recreation and the accommodation 
of the local street food trade. This inquiry interrogates how spaces 
influenced by food have a greater sense of public ownership and how 
designing to encourage the presence of food, through production, 
processing, trade and consumption could challenge the way legisla-
tion dictates the use of open spaces.
In looking at the various means by which food is sold, exchanged, 
transported and identified, this projects demonstrates that the space 
available to the public, in the city, is insufficient for the creation or 
establishment of a positive public presence in the inner-city site of 
Expanded Abstract & Proposal
2012
Edible Activism: Food and the Counterculture of the 1960s and 1970s
“... Foodways may be one part of a huge & complicated 
set of cultural performances, or they may be the only 
thing left, but the mundane activities of shopping, 
cooking, eating & drinking tell insiders & outsiders who 
we  are.”
- Eve Jochnowitz
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Figure 3: Foodways. A conceptual illustration of the desired site intervention.
“... Foodways may be one part of a huge & complicated set of cultural performances, or they may be the only
thing left, but the mundane activities of shopping, cooking, eating & drinking tell insiders 
& outsiders who we are.”
- Eve Jochnowitz (2001:58)
foodways plural noun
  food· ways | ‘füd-,wāz 
: the eating habits and culinary practices of a people, region, or historical period [https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/foodways.]
: in social science, foodways are the cultural, social, and economic practices relating to the production and consumption of food. 
: often refers to the intersection of food in culture, traditions, and history. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foodways.] 
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This portfolio is designed as a series of appetizers (short briefs) from the beginning 
of the year, leading up to the main course (“major design project”). Each appetizer is 
to be served as an individual dish, in anticipation of the main course.
Ingredients (components, lessons & strategies) taken from these appetizers may 
be carried through and adapted in the presentation and development of the main 
course. 
The dessert menu comprises of project tasks that supplemented the development 
of the main course, but which are not served alongside each other.
The wine list serves as an addendum, which includes works completed in the first 
year of this two-year Master’s degree.
Serving Suggestions
     Appetizer
A small dish of food taken before the main course of a meal to stim-
ulate one’s appetite. 
     Bon Appétit
A phrase, originally from French, meaning “good appetite”, said to 
someone who is about to eat, meaning “I hope you enjoy your food.” 
     Drizzle
To pour liquid back and forth over a dish in a fine stream, usually melt-
ed butter, oil, syrup, or melted chocolate.
     Marinate
To soak in a sauce or flavoured liquid for a long period of time, usually 
a meat, poultry or fish.
     Prepare
To make ready for use or consumption.
     Sauté
To cook small pieces of food over a medium-high heat with oil in a 
pan, usually to brown food.
     Side Dish
Sometimes referred to as a side order, side item, or simply a side, is 
a food item that accompanies the entrée or main course at a meal.
     Simmer
Bring a pot to a boil, then reduce the heat until there are no bubbles.
     Act
I. Subdivision between sections of a play. A short play is a ‘One-Act-
er’, a play with one interval has two Acts etc. Acts are subdivided fur-
ther into Scenes. 
II. The thing Actors can do which makes them different from Techies.
     Backstage
The part of the stage and theatre which is out of the sight of the au-
dience. The service areas of the theatre, behind, beside or underneath 
the stage. These areas are also known as the Rear of House (RoH).
     Box Office
Part of the theatre front of house area where audience members can 
buy tickets. Most Box Offices are now computerized, and offer phone 
reservations.
     Cast
The members of the acting company. The Cast List contains the 
names of the actors & the characters they’ll be playing. 
     Front of House (FoH)
Every part of the theatre in front of the proscenium arch. Includes 
foyer areas open to the general public.
     Set
I. To prepare the stage for action. (v) ‘Have you set the chairs for Act 1?’
II.The complete stage setting for a scene or act. (n) ’What’s the set for 
the finale?’ French: décors.
Glossary
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Figure 4: Food Market in Zanzibar. [Photograph] by V. Chipwanya, Unit 15(X). [Taken on 09.03.2019] 
Appetizers
What Happens Now? 21
Exploring, documenting & understanding the spa-
tial forms of a selected  public space next to a BRT 
station, (in Milpark, Johannesburg) graphically rep-
resented & served with an option of four 
proposals.
Home & Away 31
A narration of Mnazi Mmoja, Dar es Salaam, pre-
pared through observation & direct dialogue, ac-
companied with the incentive to act as agents of 
positive environmental change. 
Served with The Urban[ned] Planning Act.
Whose Space is it Anyway? 43
Main Course
N’gambo 59
A serving of the conceptual development of the 
“Big Idea” for Mnazi Mmoja, prepared from N’gam-
bo [Swahili for “the other side”] with sides ordered 
separately.
Tools & Language 67
Popular street food vendors, freshly harvested from 
around the project site and traced along their likely 
routes of trade & exchange. 
Curtains Up 75
Preparing the undoing of segregated people, served 
on a site that previously separated people, marinat-
ed in the drama of theatre performance.
Act One 85
Rehearsing the on-site translation of the conceptual 
undoing of segregated people; serving the narrative 
of the performance of Mnazi Mmoja’s FoodSpace - 
the Urban Food Culture Story. 
Act Two 94
Fleshing out the details around the ingredients nec-
essary to put together the props & programme for 
the stage set.
Act Three | Curtain Call 104
Detailing the experience of the plated performance. 
Grilling the main attraction, sauteeing the sides & 
heating up the serving plates. Lights, Camera, Feast!
Dessert
“Playing with Food” 131
A written performance script, serving foods as the 
main characters, tossed together with a side of con-
text. 
“The Urban Food Factory” 141
A serving of conceptually merging flavours of the 
urban context, a food processing factory & perfor-
mance through food.
Wine List
This Wine List serves as an annexure, cataloguing a 
selection of works completed in the first year of this 
two-year Master’s degree.                                         149
- Menu -
Figure 5: Spinach & Ricotta Linguine Nest. [Photograph] by Author. [Taken on 16.02.2019] 
What Happens Now?
  Home & Away
    So What, Now?
      Whose Space is it Anyway?
Appetizers
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Figure 6: Lens 01. [Map] Landscape & Rules.
1 wk 4days
Ingredients
Landscape & Rules
1  identified public space next to BRT-route
4 copies of the site printed on paper
2 people willing to talk to you about the site
Preparation
Landscape & Rules
Have each person walk through the site with a copy of the map, a sheet of 
tracing paper & pen. Engage with people on site & make notes to establish 
what the rules of the landscape are relative to where they occur on site. Im-
portant to note: what plant life is there? what happens to the storm water? 
what can or cannot be done there? what do the surface treatments look like?
Structure & Programme
1  keen photographer
2 copies of the site printed on paper
2 people willing to be interviewed
Structure & Programme
Photograph users performing activities on site & note where they take place. 
Important to note: what things are already there? what kinds of new things 
are needed? 
Culture
1  keen photographer
1  copy of the site printed on paper
Vision
1  keen photographer
4 copies of the site printed on paper
2 people willing to talk to you about the site
2 people willing to be interviewed
Culture
Photograph imagery related to culture on the site. Important to note: who is 
there? 
Vision
When conducting interviews, take down suggestions made by users around 
how the space can be improved or better accommodate them. Important to 
note: how the proposal can be achieved?
What Happens Now?
Exploring, documenting & understanding the spatial forms of a 
selected  public space next to a BRT station, (in Milpark, Johannes-
burg) graphically represented & served with an option of four 
proposals.
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Figure 7: Lens 02. [Map] Structure & Programme. Figure 8: Lens 03. [Map] Culture. Figure 9: Lens 04. [Map] Vision.
This task was completed in a group of three and a 
significant theme that was established was one of 
perspective, this related to our distant relationship 
with the site, as a result of often droving past it, but 
never entering, and how we needed to look closer at 
the details portrayed within the site. 
(When presented as printed imagery, the use of a 
magnifying glass was employed to allow engagement 
and close contact with the detailed images.)
From a distance, one can read (Figure 6) as a point or 
location & potentially the flow of movement, but on 
closer observation, one understands the unseen rules 
& boundaries linked to how this site functions, for 
e.g. The places that are safe, uncomfortable or un-
derutilized.
(Figure 7), illustrates the user groups on site, their 
activities & where & how these take place.
Locations of a cultural identity are indicated in (Fig-
ure 8), which speak to a culture of art, expression & 
skateboarding.
(Figure 9), represents views of the site & potential 
points of intervention as suggested by the site users.
As a result of these investigations & generation of the 
particular imagery, a proposal to emphasize the site’s 
culture was established; illustrated in four graphic 
proposals.
*All images generated for this brief were uploaded to 
the Instagram page “Empire Skate of Mind.”
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Figure 10: Proposal 01. [Drawing] Expression Wall. Figure 11: Proposal 02. [Drawing] Skate Plaza Extension.
Increasing the portion of skate surfaces, to serve more activities than what 
the current plaza does. The open space in (Figure 10) baked with a culture where all users are encouraged to establish a sense of ownership, seasoning the wall with personal art pieces.
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Figure 12: Proposal 03. [Drawing] Trade Market Edge. Figure 13: Proposal 04. [Drawing] Expanding the Identity.
Marinading the current BRT-station in the cultural identity of the skate park 
& its expressive art.
Filleting the site to be prepared for engaging with the greater public through 
sale stalls & refreshment stands.
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Figure 14: @EmpireSkateofMind Instagram Feed. [Photographs] by Unit 15(X) members: A. Servant, B. Masango & Author. [Taken on 28.02.2019]
Ingredients
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2 wks 4days
Figure 15: The Urban[ned] Planning Act. [Document] by Unit 15(X) members: D. Smith, V. Chipwanya & Author.
1  identified “open public space” in the Ilala Dis-
trict of Dar es Salaam
5 copies of the site printed on paper
1 local municipal focal point member
1 designated site photographers
2 interviewers
2 interview scribes
many willing locals, keen to talk to you about the 
site
1 copy of The United Republic of Tanzania’s Ur-
ban Planning Act [Act No. 8 of 2007].
Ingredients
A project in collaboration with ARDHI University, Dar es Salaam, TZA.
The chosen site for this brief was Mnazi Mmoja, located in Dar es Salaam, 
Tanzania’s inner-city. A site that, as per regulation, was zoned as an open space 
intended for public use, but in reality was inaccessible by the public. 
As part of the research process, interviews were conducted to establish how 
the users of the very busy edges of this site found observing the unused space 
only in passing, from the pavements beyond the fence , as they transitioned 
along the boundaries to their respective destinations. Few could recall a time 
when the site was publicly accessible and many more seemed not to question 
the clear restriction from the site.
We began to interrogate legislation and how guidelines are put in place to 
encourage the use and allocation of sites for public recreation, yet somehow 
these same rules fail to physically manifest effective public spaces of engage-
ment.
The generation of The Urban[ned] Planning Act was a documented investiga-
tion of how the site currently operated, while challenging the guidelines stip-
ulated by the official Planning Act. This document lead to the proposal of a 
means of reclaiming the open space for public use, by the patron of the inner 
city.
Preparation
Home & Away
A narration of Mnazi Mmoja, Dar es Salaam, prepared through ob-
servation & direct dialogue, accompanied with the incentive to act 
as agents of positive environmental change. 
Served with The Urban[ned] Planning Act.
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2 wks 4days So, What Now...
The proposed menu, following the generation of The Urban[ned] 
Planning Act, was a course aimed to reclaim a series of allocated 
public spaces as a potential project site, in the inner city. 
- A space that would be easily accessible & would serve the purpose 
of rest & transition through the vibrant city centre.
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Regulation-approved planning colours were used for the exploration of these graphics, but 
with the intention of subverting their meaning. The aim was to highlight problematic areas, 
while simultaneously suggesting solutions. The proposal was one of the reconnecting of a 
series of open spaces for public use, so as to create a larger community accessible point for 
rest & recreation in the inner city.
We do not serve alcohol to anyone under the age of 18. No half 
portions. A service charge of 10% will be added to any tables 
serving 10 or more. All major credit cards are accepted here, but 
we regret no cheques. Select items on the menu are prepared 
with and or may contain nuts or traces thereof. All prices are 
VAT inclusive. All rights reserved, including right of admission.
Any complaints or enquiries can be directed to: info@piatto.co.za
www.piatto.co.za
For franchise enquiries e-mail franchise@piatto.co.za, 
phone 011 613 4482/6 or fax 011 613 1933
A TASTE OF THE GOOD LIFE
DRINKS
HOT BEVERAGES
Americano   R23
Cappuccino   R26
Red Cappuccino   R27
Decaff einated Cappuccino   R27
Decaff einated Coff ee   R24
Espresso   R20
Double Espresso   R24
Red Espresso   R23
Macchiato   R23 
Caff e Latte   R27
Caff e Mocha   R28
Hot Chocolate, Milo   R30
Tea   R20
Five Roses, Rooibos
Herbal Infusion   R22
Camomile, Lemon, Earl Grey, Green Tea
SMOOTHIES
Iced Smoothies  R42
Cappuccino, White Chocolate, Spiced Chai
Fruit Crush  R39
Ginger beer
Mango
Strawberry
Mixed Berry
Piatto Lemon Crush
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1 wk 5days
Figure 16: Emporium Territories. [Photograph & Collage]
PreparationIngredients
Public Space as Territory
1  personally frequented public space 
1  keen photographer/documenter
minimum R8.00 for parking
access to vendor menu’s
Site: Menu’s
Public Space as Territory
This ‘public’ space began to reveal its ‘quasi-public’ nature through the 
way its organization is received & perceived; as though the intention of the 
space, from its approach is to encourage or communicate an atmosphere 
of sophistication & class (Figure 16) that may be foreign or alienating to the 
larger public. 
The establishments that are more common in this context and to this pub-
lic are then situated to the inside of the building, within the Food Court 
(Figure 17), essentially out of sight from the grander approach & the eyes of 
the patrons of the Emporium. 
Whose Space is it Anyway?
A spread of consciously questioning the ‘publicness’ of Eastgate 
Mall’s Food Emporium, through the lens of territory, served with a 
side of collage.
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1 wk 5days
Figure 17: Court Territories. [Photograph & Collage]
PreparationIngredients
Public Space as Territory
1  personally frequented public space 
1  keen photographer/documenter
minimum R8.00 for parking
access to vendor menu’s
Site: Menu’s
Public Space as Territory
These two eatery zones, although close together, reflect opposite atmo-
spheres from one another; depending on how much you earn or are willing 
to spend on a meal & whether you’re comfortable eating in close proximity 
to strangers or prefer a larger personal space perimeter, you’re likely to feel 
more at ease in the one space rather than the other.
The representations make use of the appearance of the menu’s to their cor-
responding vendors to  illustrate the nature of the establishments & how 
through its subliminal branding, the aesthetic will attract their intended 
clientele.
A spread of consciously questioning the ‘publicness’ of Eastgate 
Mall’s Food Court, through the lens of territory served with a side 
of collage.
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1 wk 5days
Figure 18: Food Court Timeline.
PreparationIngredients
Public Space as Transitional
1  personally frequented public space 
1  keen photographer/documenter
1  pair of people who make for good company
minimum R8.00 for parking
approximately R260.00 to dine at two 
establishments
Public Space as Transitional
Dining experiences in both environments, were documented. Noting how/
where one is received, how much time is spent at the establishment, how 
the order is presented & how this presentation hints at the manner in which 
it is to be consumed, all captured & represented along a timeline. 
Food Emporium restaurant meal
Takes up to 1hr30 of your evening, as the order may take close to 30min to 
arrive.
Food Court restaurant meal
Takes as little as 10min to receive, from the time the order is placed & within 
30min the dining ritual could be concluded. 
A spread of consciously questioning the ‘publicness’ of Eastgate 
Mall’s Food Emporium & Food Court, through the lens of transition-
al garnished with thyme.
Figure 19: Food Emporium Timeline.
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Figure 20: Emporium Dining Space. The dining surface as a public, transitional space.
Public Space as Transitional
It was interesting to note that the activity within the more private/intimate 
environment of the Food Emporium (Figure 20) moves beyond the boundary 
of table’s edge as you, your food & dining utensil interact through the space.
Site Menu Budget
The dining surface of a Food Emporium restaurant, prepared as 
the transitional space, garnished by the objects of dining (including 
the food & utensils) transitioning across the surface & through the 
space. 
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Figure 21: Court Dining Space. The dining surface as a public, transitional space.
It was interesting to note that the activity within the more public environ-
ment of the Food Court (Figure 21) remains within the boundaries of the 
table edge as you interact with your food through the space.
The dining surface of a Food Court restaurant, prepared as the 
transitional space, garnished by the objects of dining (including 
the food & utensils) transitioning across the surface & through the 
space. 
Public Space as Transitional
-55-
Figure 22: Gathering | Surveillance. How public is it, really?
Although this public space creates a certain level of freedom & community, 
it is still a privately owned establishment & this ownership allows for the 
presence of monitoring & surveillance. The more oblivious to this fact one 
remains, the freer one can be. Acknowledging this governance results in 
subtle reminders that this space isn’t as public as perceived & so one’s sense 
of freedom may begin to wane, as one goes about their tasks with caution.
Public Space as Perspective
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Figure 23: Global Food Map. Mapping the common foods across global boundaries.
1 week
PreparationIngredients
East Africa
1  cassava
3 steamed rice
2 chicken (grilled/braai’d)
3 vegetables
1 plantain
West Africa
1  meat (grilled/braai’d) “suya”
3 steamed rice
2 chicken/kebabs (grilled/braai’d)
3 spinach & chard
1 plantain
South Africa
1  cassava
3 steamed rice
2 meat “braai”
3 leafy greens
1 grain crops
What inspired this project inquiry, for me was an interest in food; the places 
in which they are shared, the manner in which the ritual is partaken and my 
personal love for consuming interesting foods. 
When confronted with the context of this Tanzanian site, an interest in the 
local food culture and how it featured in the public realm began to emerge.
Through the mapping of different food items common to particular areas, 
I begin to link foods shared across global boundaries (Figure 23). This high-
lighted my belief that food is a commodity that can bring people together, 
whether they consciously partake in the gathering ritual or not.
N’gambo
A serving of the conceptual development of the “Big Idea” for Mnazi 
Mmoja, prepared from N’gambo [Swahili for “the other side”] with 
sides ordered separately.
Siting from the “Other Side”
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Figure 24: Site | Tanzania.
Figure 25: Site | Dar es Salaam to Zanzibar. Figure 26: Site | Mnazi Mmoja.
The three scales, all consider the routes of 
movement or trade of particular food items 
across regional boarders.
The illustrations begin to link foods common to 
certain regions of Tanzanian & graphically hint 
at their origins or sources.
Trade between Tanzania’s Zanzibar Island and 
the main land is primarily made possible by the 
DAR-ZAR Ferry Port & international trade with 
Tanzania is often made through Zanzibar.
On the project site, certain food types seem to 
travel a particular route. These routes are most-
ly by road & between Kariakoo & Kusini, via 
Mnazi Mmoja (Figure 26). 
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Figure 27: Dinner at Arisa.
Preparation
From an inter-continental scale, to one of relative intimacy; through the 
mapping of the different movement patterns of students at a buffet dinner, 
I traced the influence that food has in the social interactions of the ‘pub-
lic’ in space. These were the rituals of selecting, collecting and engaging 
around- and with the topic of food.
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Preparation
Food plays an essential role in the creation and transformation of an indi-
vidual’s body, identity and memory. Man ist, was man ißt. We are what we 
eat (Bardou-Boisnier, et. al. 2015:3).
Food and the complexities around its ingredients, preparation, presenta-
tion and even consumption are all “considered signs” (Bardou-Boisnier, et. 
al. 2015:2) that contribute to its likeness to a nonverbal language. A lan-
guage that can identify a place to its people and culture. Food communi-
cates the very things that make up the identity of a people and the display 
of that identity in the public realm, creates a sense of belonging for those 
who identify with it.
“Thus food is studied as a form of communication which speaks about itself 
and the world in which it is produced and consumed but also as the subject 
of discourse and of images which are widely disseminated throughout soci-
ety,” (Bardou-Boisnier, et. al. 2015:2).
“Food conveys culture precisely because we use it as a means of communication [...]. 
Food functions symbolically as a communicative practice by which we create, manage and 
share meanings with others.”
- Janet Cramer (2011:xi)
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1 week
Figure 28: Vending Foods. Tracing particular food types into & around Mnazi Mmoja.
Figure 29:  Cassava Street Vendor Figure 30: Coconut Street Vendor
Popular street food vendors, freshly harvested from around the 
project site and traced along their likely routes of trade & exchange. 
Tools & Language
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Figure 33: Hot Tea Street VendorFigure 32: Plantain Street VendorFigure 31: Mango Street Vendor Figure 34: Sugar Cane Street Vendor
SUGAR-CANE VENDOR MAKING HIS WAY FROM 
OVERNIGHT STORAGE TO FIRST POINT OF SALE
POS I
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Figure 35: Vending Sugar Cane. Tracing a sugar cane vendor across Mnazi Mmoja.
POINT OF SALE AT RESTAURANT AND 
CORNER COOKING STOPS
POS II
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Figure 36: Vending Sugar Cane. Tracing a sugar cane vendor across Mnazi Mmoja.
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1 week 1 day
Figure 37: Scene I. The Harvest.
Preparation
The Open Public FoodSpace looks at the capacity that food has in enhanc-
ing the effective use of public space, in the context of Dar es Salaam, Tan-
zania. It aims to use Food as a means of connecting people, on a site that 
previously served to segregate them – my inner city site of Mnazi Mmoja 
open space, the historic cordon sanitaire. 
As my tool of food & the intention of reconnecting people stood somewhat 
disconnected, a thread was identified to link the two, and this thread be-
came the metaphor of theatre performance. This was inspired by the iden-
tifying of the performative nature of food preparation, presentation & how 
this performative nature could transform a space. Understanding that indi-
vidual scenes & components were necessary to put together a production 
or establish a narrative, the site became the theatre and the food became 
the actors.
This series of drawings segments a single narrative (in this case, a theatre 
production) into 4 parts or scenes all with a theme of a little absurdity, 
drama & re-appropriating the role of the “actor.” These 4 scenes thread 
together a grander narrative of the backstage preparations to a theatrical 
performance.
Ingredients
A complete narrative act, split into four 
scene servings.
Themes:
1  absurdity
2 drama
3 re-appropriating the role of the ‘actor’
Scene I: “The Harvest”
the preparing of the stage set and props
Scene II: “Strike a Pose”
relating to the preparing of the set for filming or 
the photographing of the actors
Scene III: “Hair & Make-Up”
the doing up of the actor in their character’s 
costumes & make-up
Scene IV: “Centre Stage”
all scenes lead up to the final stage performance, 
where all the preparation & craft can be show-
cased for enjoyment
Preparing the undoing of segregated people, served on a site that 
previously separated people, marinated in the drama of theatre 
performance.
Curtains Up
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Figure 40: Scene IV. Centre Stage.
Preparation
Conceptually, this series of scenes parallel the lifecy-
cle of the crops I intend to make present on my project 
site. Each scene, as it describes the preparations for the 
theatre production, its metaphor describes the prepar-
ing of a harvesting of food items for the final point of 
enjoyment - the feast.
Ingredients
A complete narrative act, split into four 
scene servings of sliced metaphoric con-
cepts.
Themes:
1  absurdity
2 drama
3 re-appropriating the role of the ‘actor’
Scene I: “The Harvest”
the preparing of the crop for harvesting
Scene II: “Strike a Pose”
relating to the preparing & cleansing of the foods 
after their harvest
Scene III: “Hair & Make-Up”
the crafting, processing and preparing of the food 
to be eaten
Scene IV: “Centre Stage”
all scenes lead up to the final feast, where all the 
preparation & craft can be had to enjoy
Figure 41: Pinning Up a Narrative. QII Review presentation pin up. {Taken on 15.05.2019]
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Preparation
According to John Stilgoe, (Lippard. 1997:8) the word landscape originated 
in the German fifteenth century term landschaft meaning a shaped land, a 
cluster of temporary dwellings and more permanent houses, the antithe-
sis of the wilderness surrounding it; and in the Dutch seventeenth century 
word landschap or landskip - a painting of such a place, perceived as a scope 
or expanse. 
Lippard (1997) writes in detail about the value of a place to those who have 
created it and differentiates between the ideas of landscape/space and 
place. She refers to the landscape as the surfaces that can be seen from a 
single point of view, “as a backdrop for the experience of viewing,” (1997:8).
She parallels this with the description of place as being “seen from the in-
side.” Place is the landscape with meaning, “ a layered location replete with 
human histories and memories [...] width as well as depth. It is about con-
nections, what surrounds it, what formed it, what happened there, what 
will happen there,” (1997:7).
“[...] today, the word (landscape) is commonly conflated with place, nature, view, scenery, and has radiated out 
into any number of meanings, from the popular pretty rural scene to a complex social construction or produced 
space. On the most basic level, landscape is everything you see when you go outdoors – if you’re looking.”
- Lucy R. Lippard (1997:8)
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Figure 42: Scene I. The Harvest.
1 week
Preparation
Having referenced the popular food vendors in the inner city site, they be-
came the inspired actors for my site/stage set. Focusing on their move-
ments, produce & potential presence on site, this informed the decisions 
around how the props lent to the programme & set design of the play.
This series of drawings became the on-site translation of the conceptual 
section through the preparations for a stage production & here the narra-
tive of the performance of Mnazi Mmoja’s FoodSpace tells an urban food 
culture story with multiple themes/scenes. 
This is the narrative of an inner-city landscape that creates an accessible 
public space that could serve multiple functions but has accommodation 
& evident presence of local food & its trade. This includes an infrastructure 
that supports both the existing food culture of the context, as well as an 
imagined future culture which will improve the experience of the inner city 
around the common need of food. 
Ingredients
A narrated act, served in four scenes.
Themes:
1  sustainability
2 drama
3 re-appropriating the role of the ‘actor’
Scene I: “The Harvest”
the generation of a sustainable urban plantation
Scene II: “Lend a Hand”
an inclusive & educational display of how these 
foods are processed, located near the existing 
school
Scene III: “Dished & Served”
the instituting a type of canteen, providing freshly 
prepared meals, daily, close to the existing hospi-
tal building
Scene IV: “Bon Appétit”
the accessible market-park street edge, accom-
modating all food traders & city patrons, freely. 
Rehearsing the on-site translation of the conceptual undoing of 
segregated people; serving the narrative of the performance of 
Mnazi Mmoja’s FoodSpace - the Urban Food Culture Story. 
Act One
Figure 43: Scene II. Lend a Hand. Figure 44: Scene III. Dished & Served.
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Figure 45: Scene IV. Bon Appetit
Scene I (Figure 42) speaks to the generation of a sustainable urban plantation, where foods that would typically 
be transported into the inner city from its surrounds, can be planted & harvested within the city. A system gener-
ating economic & social returns to a site that is otherwise fenced off & left underutilized.
Scene II (Figure 43) illustrates an inclusive & educational display of how these foods are processed & packaged, 
re-purposing sections of existing buildings on site to feed back into the system of inner-city food production; A 
place that could provide students with a real-time appreciation for agriculture & locals the opportunity to engage 
with the processing of their own foods.
Scene III (Figure 44) sees the instituting a type of canteen, where at a particular time of day the menu varies to 
cater to the demand. An easily accessible space for the patrons of the hospital, in particular, to access freshly 
prepared meals, whether on their way in, out or during their stay.
Scene IV (Figure 45) is the transformation of the unused space on the street edge, that now becomes the stage 
for a market-park-open space, where traders can make available their goods to the patrons who chose either to 
pass through or pass the time.
Preparation
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Figure 46: (right) Monumental Harvest. Experiencing Scene I.
Dishing out a serving of Scene I “The Harvest”, 
experiencing the flavours of generating a sustainable 
urban plantation, where foods are planted & harvested 
within the city. 
(Figure 46) Illustrating the approach toward the existing 
Agricultural Monument on site, with the transformed 
planting grounds surrounding it.
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Figure 47: (right) Inner-Street Market. Experiencing Scene IV.
Dishing out a serving of Scene IV “Bon Appétit”, 
savouring the transformation of the unused street edge 
space, that is the stage for a market-park-open space, 
where traders make available their goods to the patrons 
passing through.
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1 week 5days
Figure 48: (right) Programming the Set.
Fleshing out the details around the ingredients necessary to put to-
gether the props & programme for the stage set.
Act Two
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sugar cane
tea leaves
cassava
Figure 49: Plantation Diagram. Food types that require orchard-type 
plantations
Figure 50: Plantation Diagram. Food types that require field-type 
plantations
coconut
banana plantain
m
ango
Having identified a programme around plating/ 
agriculture & the types of foods made available 
by the street vendors, it was necessary to estab-
lish how much space a plantation for each food 
type would require. This also allowed the ability 
to zone/section of certain parts of the set to ac-
commodate these programmes.
Plant spacing markers for the orchards, measured 
at approximately 2.4m x 3.6m for banana & plan-
tain fields, 6m x 6m for the mango orchards and 
10m x 10m for the coconut palm plantations.
Plant spacings for the field plantations are at 
0.3m x 0.3m for the sugar cane fields, 1.0m x 0.2m 
for the cassava fields and 1.0m x 0.6m for the tea.
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Preparation
In his thesis paper, Marc Wegerif (2017) wrote about his personal 
experiences in Dar es Salaam and how he observed the culture of 
food and consumption in and around the city. He illustrated how the 
“eaters” he encountered ate, where their food came from and the 
relevant conditions that shaped their food choices (2017:55). 
One such eater was Mama Lina, and his account of his engagement 
with her insipred Figure 51 (pg99). He highlighted  the significance of 
the role players of the community around her - how certain items 
of food are purchased from specific places, like the local duka, be-
cause of the relationship they have, or the ability to purchase items 
on credit, if she can’t afford to pay immediately (2017:57).  This inter-
est free credit forms part of a symbiotic relationship where the duka 
needs the customers in the area and the customers, in return, need a 
duka that accommodates their circumstances (2017:63).
“There is a large degree of familiarity with the suppliers including the neighbouring women who cooks maandazi 
and vitumbua, the butcher and the duka owner... We can also observe the highly-gendered nature of roles 
in relation to food and eating.”
- Marc C. Wegerif (2017:58)
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Case Study
Illustrations of Social & Eating/Food networks of 
Mama Lina
information sourced from
Wegerif, M.C. (2017). Feeding Dar es Salaam
Duka     
Genge    
Maandazi 
Mamantilie
Ugali  
Vitumbua  
Wakulima  
- Shop; used here to refer to small grocery/general dealer stores. 
- Vegetable stall; normally on the side of the road, not in the market place.
- Doughnut like deep fried sweetened flour based snack.
- A woman who cooks and sells street food.
- Maize flour based stiff porridge; similar to maize porridge dishes eaten as staple food across 
eastern and southern Africa.
- Rice flour based sweet bun cooked with oil in a special pan (plural form).  
- Farmers. (plural form)
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Figure 51: Social & Eating/Food Networks of Mama Lina. Case Study.
Duka
Genge
Maandazi
Mamantilie
Ugali
Vitumbua
Wakulima
- Shop; used here to refer to small grocery/general dealer 
stores.
- Vegetable stall; normally on the side of the road, not in 
the market place.
- Doughnut like deep fried sweetened flour based snack.
- A woman who cooks and sells street food.
- Maize flour based stiff porridge; similar to maize porridge 
dishes eaten as staple food across
eastern and southern Africa.
- Rice flour based sweet bun cooked with oil in a special 
pan (plural form).
- Farmers. (plural form)Duka
Table: (above) Glossary of Kiswahili terms.
SEATED at a SURFACE
FOOD
SEATED
FOOD
SEATED
FOOD
while in MOTION (WALKING)
FOOD
STANDING at a SURFACE
FOOD
FOOD
STANDING
FOO
D
CONDITIONS OF POSTURE
MASS GATHERING
LARGE GROUP
SMALL GROUP
PAIRED
SINGLE
CONDITIONS OF COMPANY
Conditions of Food Consumption
Illustrations of the manners in which different food items 
may be consumed by individuals in public 
CLEANING UP
CO
NS
UM
ING F
OOD
MA
KIN
G ME
ALS
PR
EPA
RIN
G FOOD
PROCURING FOOD
Daily Food-Related Activities
Illustrations of activites around the producing of food in a 
domestic context. Drawing parallels on how politics 
determines what these activities look like depending on 
resources & accessibility.
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Figure 53: (right) Daily Food-Related Activities.Figure 52: (right) Conditions of Consumption.
Conditions of Food 
Consumption
Illustrations of the manners in 
which food items may be 
consumed by individuals in 
public. 
These are based on the differ-
ent conditions of posture & the 
company in which foods could 
be consumed. This is of partic-
ular interest for the purpose of 
designing programmes along 
the project site that allow for 
the consumption & experienc-
ing of food.
Daily Food-Related Activities
Illustrations of activities around 
the producing of food in a
domestic context. 
These 5 categories in the cycle 
of procuring & consuming food 
parallel the ability that politics
has on determining what these 
activities look like, depending on
resources & accessibility.
The ingredients harvested from 
the drawings in Act Two are 
what help to season & garnish 
the resolution of the dishes in 
Act Three.
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Open Public FoodSpace Theatre, Dar es Salaam: Plan,
Architects: Graduate School of Architecture in association with 
Ardhi University
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Figure 54: (above) Activities & Conditions Key.
Figure 55: (right) Open Public FoodSpace Theatre, 
                                  Dar es Salaam: Plan
Figure 56: (next page) Open Public FoodSpace Theatre, 
                                  Dar es Salaam: 3D Perspective
4 wks 3days
Detailing the experience of the plated performance. Grilling the 
main attraction, sauteeing the sides & heating up the serving 
plates. Lights, Camera, Feast!
Act Three | Curtain Call
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Figure 57: (left) Northern Site Extent. 
                               Location of the “Harvest”
Figure 58: (right) Open Public FoodSpace Theatre, 
                                  Dar es Salaam: Act I: Scenes I-IV
Figure 59: (next page) Northern Site Extent. 
                               the “Harvest” Site Section
Open Public FoodSpace Theatre, Dar es Salaam: Plan,
Architects: Graduate School of Architecture in association 
with Ardhi University
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Figure 60:  (left) Northern Site Extent. 
                           Location of the “Harvest”
Figure 61: (right) Act I : Scene IV. 
Scene script of the “Harvest” Site Plan
Open Public FoodSpace Theatre, Dar es Salaam: Plan,
Architects: Graduate School of Architecture in association 
with Ardhi University
Scene Cut-Line
Act I: Scene IV
Section Cut-Line
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Figure 62: (pg. 120-121) Open Public FoodSpace Theatre,  
                                            Dar es Salaam: Acts II, III & IV
Figure 63: (pg. 122-123) Open Public FoodSpace Theatre,  
                                            Dar es Salaam: Act IV
Figure 64: (pg. 124-125) Open Public FoodSpace Theatre,  
                                            Dar es Salaam: Act IV: Scene II
Figure 65: (left) Act I : Scene IV. [Animation] 
                               Playing out the “Harvest” Site Plan
Figure 66: Conceptual Site Model. [Photograph] by Author. [Taken on 16.05.2019] 
Playing with Food
   The Urban Food Factory
Dessert
ACT I : SCENE III
Banana & Plaintain arrive to meet the others
ACT I : SCENE I
Cassava & Coconut arrive at the urban market
ACT I : SCENE I
Tea’s sudden interjection on scene
ACT I : SCENE II
Neelam’s Family Tree - alternative scene
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1 week 5days
Ingredients
Act I : Scene I
Cassava & Coconut arrive at the urban market
Act I : Scene I
Tea’s sudden interjection on scene
Act I : Scene II
Neelam’s Family Tree
Act I : Scene III
Banana & Plantain arrive to meet the others at 
the market
Preparation
The generation of the theatre section drawings, solidifying my concept,  in-
spired the writing of a script for a performance titled “Playing with Food,” 
in which all of the main characters/actors are the foods I’d previously high-
lighted as being part of the site. They all have particular personalities and 
back stories which allows them to engage with one another uniquely & 
lends some insight to their histories & origins.
“Playing with Food”
A written performance script, serving foods as the main characters, 
tossed together with a side of context. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

1An Urban Landscape Theatre
by
Jasmine Zwane
.    .    .
CHARACTER CASTING PROFILES
.    .    .
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Figure 67: The Urban Food Factory. Conceptual Illustration.
Ingredients
3 backdrop images taken on site
6 coconut trees to be added to the Mnazi Mmoja 
(one coconut tree)
1 section of a food processing plant
2 plans of a food processing plant
1 pineapple slicing production line
1 kneading machine (turning plantain into gari)
A medley of oranges, pineapples, plantains & co-
conuts
“The Urban Food Factory”
A serving of conceptually merging flavours of the urban 
context, a food processing factory & performance through food.
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made for an exciting spectacle was the mobile street food vendors, 
that moved along the streets with the crowds, calling out unique 
sounds to identify their goods. This performance drove the idea of 
bringing a greater presence of food into the inner city. The design site 
was then segmented into four intercon¬nected themes or scenes of 
food production and harvesting, food pro-cessing, food preparation 
and food consumption. These programmes allow for the subject of 
food to engage with the public realm for both the social enjoyment of 
food and the learning potential around the life¬cycle of food, through 
its performative nature and display.
This design process was in no way a linear one, which was an uncom-
fortable realization to reach and through this process I’ve employed 
multiple seemingly disjointed processes simultaneously. The com-
fort was restored in the evi¬dence that each process had a link and 
that even if I hadn’t realized at the time, the narrative continued to 
grow and strengthen. The enjoyment was found in being able to work 
around the topic of food through this project and the differ¬ent ways 
in which the food existed created interest at critical points. 
There are many things that I would have loved to explore further 
through this process and for this project, but what I believe I have 
successfully done, was to emphasise and generate a theme around 
the importance that food and the places they exist in plays in our ev-
eryday lives. Food and the complexities around its ingredients, prepa-
ration and presentation contribute to its likeness to a nonverbal lan-
guage. A language that can identify a place to its people and culture. 
Food communicates the very things that make up the identity of a 
people and the display of that identity in the public realm, creates a 
sense of belonging for those who identify with it. In a place as public 
as the inner city, the identifiable nature of the very food that is pres-
ent, strengthens the belonging and ownership of this space, which in 
turn makes a space that was once inaccessible, accessible to mass-
es. Thus, the widespread identifiable nature of food, is the very thing 
that connects people across languages and cultures. Thinking about 
the role that food plays in who we are and how we chose to navigate 
spaces and habits should not be ignored because the very places that 
we engage while pursuing food becomes a part of us.
As Eve Jochnowitz so aptly put it:
“... the mundane activities of shopping, cooking, eating & 
drinking tell insiders & outsiders who we are.”
What inspired this project inquiry for me, was an interest in food; the 
places in which they are shared, the way the ritual is par¬taken and 
my personal love for consuming interesting foods.
This design journey was triggered by an illustration that translated 
the transitional nature of a public space through the depicting of a 
dining surface as that public space. This also illustrated when and 
how the objects of dining (including the food and utensils) transi-
tioned through this space.
The Open Public FoodSpace/Cookbook allowed my love for food to 
be the driver of design, questioning how food appears and interacts 
in the public realm, which was something that I never critically anal-
ysed, but simply partook in. Illustrating how spaces could be designed 
around the theme and presence of food, as a design driver highlighted 
how the infrastructures around the producing, processing and con-
suming food need not be unattractive spaces hidden out of sight. In-
stead those very systems could be present and visible in the public 
space and that they could play an essential role in the experience and 
life of the space. Food and the many facets of its lifecycle all hold 
the potential to exert a performative experience, that is what further 
inspired the presence of all these dimensions having a part in this site. 
Creating a “food theatre” in the inner city creates, what I believe to be, 
a sensory stim¬ulation, engagement and appreciation of food; not 
just how it tastes and what it looks like on your plate, but the intrica-
cies of how it got there and what it went through to reach you.
Using food as a means of bringing people together through its 
pres¬ence and performative nature was both exciting and challeng-
ing. Considering how food was characterized and perceived in a con-
text oth¬er than my own was a critical lens to pursue this research. 
However, a shortfall experienced was the inability to return to my site, 
in Dar es Salaam, both to test the ideas I’d conceived as well as being 
able to gather information that was missed when we first travelled 
to site. 
Challenges aside, I believe the work I’ve generated creates a means 
of interrogating how we, as spatial practitioners, think about space, 
what activates them and how we design them. The learning expe-
rience presented by the GSA and Unit 15(X) allowed the freedom to 
take a position on design through what personally inspired me. I was 
pushed out of my comfort zone, encouraged to do things I didn’t think 
I could and imagine a design that would trigger the imagination and 
senses of the user.
The project site of Mnazi Mmoja, in Dar es Salaam was a particularly 
interesting one, as, like many spaces in the city, was zoned as a public 
open space but, was fenced off, inaccessible and regulated by the local 
municipality. This inaccessibility and its direct proximity to the pub-
lic transport hub meant that the pavement edges became bustling 
and vibrant with trade and foot traffic as the public claimed this edge 
as their own. On both sides of the road, framing the transport stop 
vendors have set up their tables, umbrellas and goods to be sold and 
there’s little that you couldn’t find while passing their stands. What 
Reflection & Conclusion
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Figure 68: Wine Cellar. [Photograph] Source: https://vinepair.com/wine-blog/10-of-the-worlds-largest-wine-collections/
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Architects often begin the design process with an analysis of the context and site conditions; considerations of form and function; zoning 
restrictions, the client’s needs, etc. We might call these the ‘what’, ‘where’, ‘why’ and ‘for whom’ questions that, whilst relevant, omit one 
other important consideration: ‘how’? Construction methods, materials and details can be considered from the outset, asking us to interro-
gate how we intend to put a building together should be an integral part of the design process from inception.
The latent and sometimes hidden potential of materials has fascinated people from the dawn of civilization. We think we know how things 
are made until we do something different with them and a new world of innovation and enquiry opens up. To unlock possibilities, we must 
engage with materials on a physical level, through making.
The process of making is all about finding things out: what are the ingredients, and where to source them; what are the ratios; how are 
things combined; in which direction does the grain run? The back-and-forth of trying to find answers to the questions we pose requires 
investigative work, resilience and alertness. Thus, we become detectives, searching for clues and gathering information (but beware the 
red-herring and the rabbit-hole that are inherent in this process of discovery).
Unit 17 fosters a culture of innovation with materials and methods of making. We stress that iInnovation is not about novelty for its own 
sake, it is about constantly engaging with, assessing and interrogating processes of thinking and making. More often than not, innovation 
does not come about through dramatic breakthroughs: it is incremental, teased-out in cumulative steps, and always derived from ideas 
already ‘out there’. It is therefore incumbent upon us to expand our horizons. Today, the vast majority of raw materials used in shaping 
our built environments are themselves products of manufacturing processes. This year, Unit 17’s point of departure will be the in-depth 
investigation of how things are made; from large-scale industrial processes to hand-crafted objects. Having a better understanding of these 
processes, empowers us to adopt and adapt existing techniques, to seek improvements, to customize and to imagine differently.
Unit Statement
Supervisors:
Gregory Katz & Nico van Loggerenberg
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01MDP_Major Design Project
02Open Up
03Question
04Localize_Get Curious
05Localize_StreetWork
06Baking Bread, Breaking Bread
This portfolio serves to represent a research and experimental catalogue that spans my journey as an M1 student, in Unit 17 of the GSA, 
at the University of Johannesburg. The content, is segmented into two sections/chapters beginning with my primary research elective, 
followed by project briefs assigned by the unit. The collective research was in no way a linear process, therefore I’ve elected to commu-
nicate my Major Design Project first, even though it materialized in the second semester and after the project briefs that follow, in this 
portfolio, were issued.
Section 1 represents the culmination of all my interests and research in timber. This includes the sculptural and poetic capacity of 
curved timber as- and within a structure as well as the emotive connection to its aesthetic and tactile qualities. The collective research is 
thus manifested in the creating of a sinuous, tactile and inhabitable sculpture, one that uses the idea of designing a playscape encour-
aging children to explore, manoeuvre and learn, to demonstrate a fluid structure.
Section 2 represents the completion of the briefs issued throughout the first semester. These encouraged the research and documen-
tation into the materials and methods, that form the core focus of the Unit. This section will include selected works that draw on the 
connections that lead towards the realization of  the potential for my MDP research trajectory as well as supplementary information and 
projects that formed part of the curriculum. 
The contents herewith have been selectively currated and do not represent the full extent of every experiment or research trajectory 
explored throughout the year.
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“Built environments have their own hidden curriculum that teaches us as effectively as any course taught in them.”  
– David Orr, Environmental Studies & Politics Professor - Oberlin College. 
The concept of architecture’s positive (or negative) impact on healthy  development is perhaps the most relevant when related to the design 
for children. The building form itself plays a crucial role not only in promoting the learning both psychologically and physically, but also 
in their emotional development.
Play is such an important aspect to the optimal development of a child as it allows children to use their creativity while developing their 
imaginations, physical, dexterity, cognitive and emotional strength. This is essential to healthy brain development in young children - 
Campbell, H. (2013:11). 
This research seeks to explore the variations in architectural form and structure so as to promote not only aesthetically appealing facades, 
but comforting interior spaces. Using the inspiration of childhood development and play, the sculptural and poetic capacity of curved 
timber as a structural element will be explored. This is to establish how its design can promote its purpose and further extend the possibil-
ities of timber construction methods. In doing so, the exploration of a space encouraging the blurring of the lines between floor, wall & roof 
plane will inspire the imagination & developmental play of children. This in turn challenges the convention of built timber construction 
and the potential to establish an innovative means of sculptural in-situ construction.
“Not only is wood a beautiful natural material to work with, it transforms our relationship to the world.”
– Anthony Thistleton, founding partner of Waugh Thistleton Architects - London.
00Abstract
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My project site is located in Wynberg Johannesburg, an area that is predominantly industrial in function. It was here that I’d been tasked to explore & document how 
people were making things. I came across an array of manufacturers & material artisans, one of which was an imported timber supplier, and this peaked my interest 
in the potentials of constructing with timber. 
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01Site Context
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Engineered Timber Products Processing Chain P.H FlemmingHistory of Plywood (Lamination)
Laminate is a product created by bonding two or more layers of thin material together to form a thicker, stronger material. Wood lamination processes have ancient 
origins as far back as the tombs of the Egyptian pharaohs. Evidence shows that over a thousand years ago, the Chinese shaved and glued wood together and wood 
lamination continues to evolve as technology permanently refines the ever-changing process.
02Shiver me TimbersResearch
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Timber Bending Methods
Male & Female Jig
Steel Band Former
Male Former (screw clamps required)
Pressure Hose Mould
Maintaining my desire to sculpt and form timber, a better understanding of the history and techniques in treating timber were necessary to develop. This pointed 
to three main methods of bending, namely: Steaming, Kerf-Cutting & Laminating, this lead to a series of explorations in model making and replicating of these 
methods, which ultimately built upon one another to further direct my research into the different methods of timber lamination. 
Steam Box Method
Set up your steam box | Set up your form
Steam the wood | Remove wood from box & place steamed 
wood  in the form
Lamination Method
Prepare the wood to be bent | Line your form with thin cork 
liner | Spread glue on top of one of your wood strips | Place 
wood in the form as soon as possible before the glue has 
time to set.
Kerf-Cutting Method
Prepare your wood | Compress the ends of the wood to push 
the gaps created by the notches together | 
Fix the bend
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Applying the theory to model mak-
ing, became the next stage of this 
timber research. It appeared evident 
that the method of lamination would 
prove to be the more successful 
bending technique for my desired 
outcome. A series of model explo-
rations followed, spanning the use 
of pine veneer, paper and wire to 
better understand and develop the 
technological application to a form. 
Replicating the bending processes 
enabled me to test the strengthening 
of the material as the layers became 
denser.
02Shiver me TimbersResearch
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Consider the idea of dividing the classroom into areas for wet, dry, active, quiet, clean and 
messy activities.
• Place similar areas within close proximity of each other. For example, a block area and a 
dramatic play area are active areas. 
• Arrange materials in each area which can be easily accessed by children.
• Use baskets, bins, and drawers for storage and label them at a child’s eye-level.
• Use furniture to define space and create boundaries for specific 
areas. A rug defines space and reduces noise.
• Place block areas and dramatic play areas in corners.
• Utilize wall space to display children’s work rather than commercial materials. Display 
work at the children’s eye level.
• Include floors, tables, walls and other areas in and around the classroom for work-
space.
• Add materials to areas gradually as needed rather than overwhelming with too much at 
once. Eliminate unnecessary materials.
• Place areas requiring clean up in close proximity to a water source with available materials 
for children to access and to assist with clean up.
• Some areas may require close proximity to a storage space for brushes and paints.
• Create interactive areas that promote oral language development by positioning structures 
such as art easels beside each other so that children can interact and share while engaging in a 
similar activity.
• Vary the amount of space required for each area depending on the 
materials being used. For example, the block area will require a larger area for building structures.
• Establish the classroom design to ensure routines for courtesy, safety, and clean up.
• Take advantage of natural light where possible.
• Engage in discussions at the beginning of the school year regarding the ideal and reasonable 
number of students working in a learning area at one time. Keep in mind that some areas should 
offer more flexibility based on materials, space and interest.
Classroom Design and Routines
A “small” center: < 60 children
A “large” centre:  > 94 children.
Learning Areas   - COMPLETELY KINDERGARTEN - KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM GUIDE
ResearchConsideration for Classroom Design
Nurturing Early 
Childhood Development
Young children learn by doing & actively engaging with materials, equipment, and people in their learning 
environment. Creating a physical space that recognizes the developmental needs of five year olds provides a 
context in which optimal learning occurs. 
The physical design of a developmentally appropriate classroom allows for experiences in areas for reading, 
writing, listening, dramatic play, art, numeracy, block, science, technology and an area for large group meet-
ings. Ensuring a balance amongst these various learning areas is an important component in the organization and planning 
of the physical space in a kindergarten classroom.
While classrooms may look different, the space should accommodate these learning areas so that children can 
learn to move independently throughout the room for the purpose of using the equipment and materials. 
The physical environment should anticipate individual, small group, and whole group involvement that provides a balance 
between eacher and student-  initiated activities.
Movement experiences are essential for all kindergarten students and they should not be limited to the physical 
space in the classroom or contained within discrete subject areas. Learning must be connected across the curric-
ulum and the real world in meaningful ways while experiencing the outside world. This is possible by participating 
in field trips and extending the learning to areas such as the gymnasium, music room and the outdoors. Some of the best 
learning experiences grow out of trips in and around the school. 
The experience should allow for participation, close up viewing/observation, touching and questioning within 
the child’s level of thinking and reasoning while reinforcing, extending and enriching a student’s learning.
Throughout the school year, learning areas will change to reflect children’s interests, learning outcomes, projects 
and themes. Key learning areas such as reading, writing, listening, math and science may operate throughout 
the kindergarten year while other areas may rotate based on curriculum expectations. The teacher needs to ensure that 
children do not roam aimlessly from area to area or visit the same area exclusively. The organizational structure 
and daily routines of the classroom should make children feel safe while supporting and encouraging them to 
take risks and to work cooperatively with others to become confident and independent learners.
Consideration to the materials displayed throughout the room is necessary in the design of the physical space 
of the classroom. Displays which clutter student’s learning spaces should be avoided. An aesthetically pleasing envi-
ronment celebrates and values children’s work by including displays of their work. This allows the kindergarten 
child to feel valued for his/her contributions to the learning environment in which he or she belongs. Over-
crowded walls cause much work for the teacher and too much stimulation for students. Less is often more.
   - COMPLETELY KINDERGARTEN - KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM GUIDE
Research 04Designing Physical Space
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The fixed features of a building can constrain its interior design. Where possible, the fixed features should be kept 
to a minimum to allow for greater flexibility. For example, try to keep to the minimum of two doors per room and avoid 
built-in partitions and shelving. Consider, too, features like electrical outlets, plumbing, floor surfacing, and lighting, includ-
ing all-important natural light from windows. Once the room is created, here is a step-by-step guide on how to lay it out.
                                           
- PRE-K SPACES: DESIGN FOR A QUALITY CLASSROOM
Research 05Guide to Space Planning
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Initial explorations of undulat-
ing forms and sculpted land-
scapes were carried out through 
the use of clay models.  It was 
necessary to develop a massed 
form that I could apply the 
potential lamination method 
to, which would result in a ve-
neered shell structure. 
The clay mass was then translat-
ed to fabric ‘skin’ models as the 
fabric would reduce the angles 
that would be represented on 
the surface, mimicing the land-
scape children could interact 
with. This series also allowed an 
understanding of the void cre-
ated by the form’s mass.
c01
f02
c05
c02
f03
f06
f01
c03
c04
Making06Sculpting Forms
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ORIENTED STRAND BOARD 
(OSB) 
OSB uses the wood from trees 
that grow quickly and sustain-
ably. The process of making 
OSB involves cutting the logs 
into strands that are then dried, 
organized an d treated with wax 
and binders. To form panels, 
these strands are grouped into 
big sheets and pressurized at a 
high temperature.
Used commonly in timber 
framed construction, roof 
sheathing & exhibition stands 
& displays OSB has excellent 
load-bearing  strength & di-
mensional stability.
ULTRALAM LVL 
Laminated Veneer Lumber is 
manufactured using a com-
bination of Nordic Spruce 
veneers and Nordic Larch ve-
neers which are laminated in 
the same direction. Made in a 
continuous press, LVL is the new 
age of wood engineering. 
The advantages of LVL include:
High Strength
Dimensional stability
Guaranteed technical data
Light weight, simple installa-
tion
Corrosion resistance
CROSS-LAMINATED TIMBER 
(CLT)
Sometimes referred to as “ply-
wood on steroids,” CLT is a wood 
panel, similar to plywood, but 
built on a much larger scale. 
They typically consist of three, 
five, or seven layers of dimen-
sion timber oriented at right 
angles to one another  and 
are then glued to form struc-
tural panels with exceptional 
strength, dimensional stabil-
ity, and rigidity. Lightweight 
yet very strong, with superior 
acoustic, fire, seismic, and ther-
mal performance, CLT is also 
fast and easy to install.
PLYWOOD
Plywood is made of three 
or more thin layers of wood 
bonded together with an ad-
hesive. Each layer of wood, or 
ply, is usually oriented with its 
grain running at right angles 
to the adjacent layer in order 
to reduce the shrinkage and 
improve the strength of the 
finished piece. Most plywood 
is pressed into large, flat sheets 
used in building construction. 
Other plywood pieces may be 
formed into simple or com-
pound curves for use in furni-
ture, boats, and aircraft.
Research Engineered Wood Products
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PLYWOOD
Plywood may be made from 
the veneers of hardwoods, soft-
woods, or a combination of the 
two. The outer layers of plywood 
are known respectively as the 
face and the back. The face is 
the surface that is to be used 
or seen, while the back remains 
unused or hidden. The center 
layer is known as the core. In 
plywoods with five or more 
plies, the inter-mediate layers 
are known as the crossbands.
CROSS-LAMINATED TIMBER 
(CLT)
Panels are made up of layers 
of timber, known as lamellas, 
at 90° to the layer below. The 
lamellas are glued together us-
ing a structurally certified glue 
to create panels of thicknesses 
of 60mm – 245mm and up to 
9m x 3.5m. Once the panels 
are manufactured & finished, 
openings are machined for 
doors, windows and services.
Research CLT vs. Plywood
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This precedent documents the process of steam bending hard-
wood to create sinuous forms. Pliessnig places the strips of wood 
into a steam-filled tube and after 10 minutes the wood is malleable 
enough to bend into the desired form for up to 30 seconds. After 8 
hours the wood is fully hardened & original strength restored.
The process of laminating and bending/moulding veneer is docu-
mented through this precedent by Waters & Acland.  Up to 80 layers 
of veneer are bonded with epoxy resin, wrapped in a bespoke vacu-
um bag and compressed. The assembled plywood is then wrapped 
and clamped around its formwork until the bond has set in its form.
PrecedentMatthias Pliessnig - Curved Bench Precedent 14-12 Chair - Waters & Acland
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The thin segmented timber shell completed for a special exhibition 
is made out of only 2cm thick beech plywood plates spanning over 
approximately 7m. This was made possible by structurally optimiz-
ing shell geometry & plate arrangement, while considering fabrica-
tion constraints throughout the design process. The arrangement of 
the plates reduces the forces in the joints & leads to an increased 
stiffness of the entire shell.
By using advanced timber fabrication techniques & taking full ad-
vantage of the extended fabrication range of the multi-axis set up, 
large sections of plywood were custom milled & assembled on-site 
into a unique 1:1 scale architectural prototype. The prefabricated 
elements serve as a diagrid sub-structure for off-the-shelf façade 
planks, that form a stable, doubly-curved building system once as-
sembled. Taking a double-curved design surface as an input, the 
tool generates a buildable structure within the material constraints.
PrecedentOliver Krieg - Segmented Timber Shell Precedent Double-Layered Diagrid Facade Structure
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07Site Analysis
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The concept of plywood lami-
nation was translated into an 
MDF-paper mache combina-
tion model. The roof form was 
laser cut to create the formwork 
for the laminated paper shell. 
Thin strips of paper were then 
layered and glued ontop of 
the MDF form. The strips were 
orientated at perpendicular an-
gles from the layer below as the 
paper was built up. Once the 
layers had dried and hardened, 
the edges were trimmed and 
the shell was removed from its 
formwork and positioned on its 
correspondent base.
08Built Model
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Section 03 N.T.S
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Brief:
1. From your previous assignment, derive a construction method 
principle. Make a physical model at 1:50 scale exploring that prin-
ciple.
2. Do a hand drawing based on this model. 
3. From the model and the drawing now derive 3 questions - write 
these down.
4. Research and document a relevant precedent to support your idea
5. Make a new model based on the answers gained from your re-
search. 
00Concepts
01Development pt.1
02Development pt.2
03Development pt.3
02Open Up
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“You start by sketching, then you do a drawing, then you 
make a model, and then you go to reality - you go to the 
site - and then you go back to drawing. You build a kind of cir-
cularity between drawing and making and then back again.” 
- Renzo Piano
“Rippling Wave”
modelQuestions:
1) Is the stability of the form reliant 
on the overlap junction?
2) How would I replicate this 
series, to create a higher standing 
element/facade?
3) How would the overlap junction, 
in series, perform as a horizontal 
element?
Questions:
1) Would “stagger reinforcing” the 
s-curve create a more stable form?
2) How would the “rippling” panels, 
in series, perform as horizontal 
elements?
3) Why does the horizontal panel 
require >3 intersecting verticals 
to counter-balance its weight?
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“Shark Fin”
model
“Shark Fin”
sketch
“Ribbed Arch”
sketch
“Rippling Wave”
sketch
01Development.pt1 00Concepts
Questions:
1) Would “stagger reinforcing” the 
s-curve create a more stable form?
if multiple panels are used in 
series
2) How would the “rippling” panels, 
in series, perform as horizontal 
elements?
makes for an intersting profile, but 
isn’t self-supportive/stable
3) Why does the horizontal panel 
require >3 intersecting verticals to 
counter-balance its weight?
radial supports are effective, 
vertical structure/support is crucial
Questions:
1) Is the stability of the form reliant on 
the overlap junction?
the deeper the overlap, the more 
stable
2) How would I replicate this series, to 
create a higher standing element/
facade?
duplication/variation/undulation
3) How would the overlap junction, 
in series, perform as a horizontal 
element?
makes for an interesting horzintal 
element, but requires periodic 
support.
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“Rippling Wave”
model
“Rippling Wave”
sketch
“Shark Fin”
sketch
“Shark Fin”
model
02Development.pt2
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“Morphe”
module
“Shark Fin”
module
03Development.pt3
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Brief:
In a hypothetical 2020, an international oil embargo
hits South Africa, and nearly everything that moves grinds to a halt.
The brief is to imagine and create a structure that can be erected 
using materials, skills, and land available in
your chosen area. Choose a program of either a school, primary care 
clinic or housing.
The more permanent and inhabitable, the better.
Remember that not just final products but also raw
materials, waste, or new combinations using the skills of workers 
are all available. A maximum of 10% traditional building material 
is acceptable.
00Materials
01Concepts
02Design Realisation
04Built Model
04Question
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Hydrex South Africa:
Stainless steel panel reservoirs; roll-
bent angle iron panel framework with 
welded sheet metal lining.
600x1200 standard frame panel
dimensions.
Bending range:
3m, 6m, 9m, 12mØ
Material Sources
Country Woods:
Standard sizes of various sawn & 
planed timber species. 
Kgabang Print Works:
Framed silk screens. Water-resistent 
emulsion.
Material Sketches
Timber Planks:
Potential vetical & horizontal assembly.
Silk Screen Frame:
Frame components.
Reservoir Panels:
Vertical serpentine wall configuration.
00Materials
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roll-bent angle iron frame (welded & bolt 
fixed)
roll-bent angle iron
horizontal frame (welded)
roll-bent angle iron
vertical frame (welded)
20x 600x1200mm 
framed panels
roll-bent sheet metal
(welded)
20x 600x1200mm 
framed panels
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Making use of the roll-bent 
steel panels as the main ma-
terial, the varying panel radii 
greatly  influenced the con-
ceptual forms.  Domes, barrel 
vaults and silos in different 
combinations were present in 
early sketches and model ex-
plorations.
01Concepts
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Floor Plan N.T.S
02Design Realisation
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East Elevation N.T.S
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03Built Model
TRANSPECO FLEXIBLES
331 6th Street, Wynberg
 011 887 0434
N/A
TOMBSTONE FACTORY
50 4th Street, Wynberg
 064 003 7211
GRANITE CITY
12 Rautenbach Ave & 23 5th Str
 011 786 3565
http://www.granitecity.co.za
METAL CO RECYCLING CC
695 Pretoria Main Service Rd,
Marlboro
 011 440 6648
MARLBORO SCRAPMETALS CC
4 2nd Street, Marlboro
 011 444 7066
COUNTRY WOODS
15 Thora Cres, Wynberg
 011 444 6705
http://www.countrywoods.co.za
____________________
Bradley Neal: 084 554 9162
____________________
HYDREX INFRASTRUCTURE DEV.
11 4th Street, Wynberg
011 034 7400
http://www.hydrex.co.za
LUMOSS MOULDINGS
30 Andries Street South, Wynberg
011 885 1470
lumossmouldings.com
BEST BOARD MANUFACTURERS
6th Street, Wynberg
011 440 1506
N/A
UNIQUE METAL WORKS
6 Chadwick Ave, Wynberg
011 440 4595
N/A
STEWARTS & LLOYDS
529 5th St, Wynberg
 011 321 7900
http://www.stewartsandlloyds.co.za
TIMBER
STEEL
TIMBER
STEEL
PLASTICS
GLASS
PLASTICS
GLASS
INDUSTRIES:INDUSTRIES:
Brief: The first step on our research journey is to locate where people are making things, in and around our city. 
The scale of manufacturing operations should vary, from large-scale factory plants to small-scale handcrafted objects.
The travel distance from our home-base to the various locations needed to be considered as we must be able to physically visit 
the places on our map.
CLEAN CUT GLASS & MIRROR
2 Harries Rd. Industrial West, 
Germiston
 011 872 0974
ABEX STEEL
Ernest Oppenheimer Ave, Bruma
 011 622 0908
http://www.abexsteels.com
INNOVATIVE GLASS DESIGN
14 Field St. Willbart, Germiston
 011 450 - 3711 / 3738 / 1107
http://www.innovativeglass.co.za
PG BUILDING GLASS
112 Koornhof Rd. Meadowdale
 011 392 4430
http://www.pgsmartglass.co.za
SUPEX MOULDING cc
Unit 3, Troika Meadowdale, 
Cnr. Essex & Koornhof Rd. 
Meadowdale
LOTUS WOOD PRODUCTS
Unit11, Herman St. Meadowdale
 011 440 4311
http://www.lotuswood.co.za
EAGLE WOOD
Modderfontein Rd. Edenvale
 0860 33 25 46 
http://www.eaglewood.co.za
NATIONAL LOG CABIN & 
WENDY FACTORY
8 Fountain Rd. Edenvale
 011 972 0154 / 011 524 0805 / 
011 524 0783 
http://www.wendyfactory.co.za
COUNTRY WOODS
15 Thora Cres, Wynberg
 011 444 6705
http://www.countrywoods.co.za
MITRE VENEERING
5 Bezuidenhout Str. Troyeville
011 404 1363
http://www.mitreveneering.co.za/
MANINGI SCRAP METAL
Cnr Main & Phillps St. Johannesburg
 Frank : 082 456 7132
http://www.maningimetals.co.za
MASSWOOD CARPENTRY
Max Projects, 18 Salisbury Str.
Johannesburg
011 056 0182
http://www.masswoodprojects.co.za
WOOD  & GRANITE CRAFTS
94 Frere Rd. Judith’s Paarl
011 614 0605
http://woodandgranite.co.za
TOP KNOT CARPENTRY
39 10th St. Orange Grove
083 241 2828
N/A
MODERN DAY CARPENTERS
12 Grant Ave. Norwood
073 201 5281
N/A
WOOD YOU BELIEVE IT
22b 4th Ave, Parkhurst
Mitchell: 082 077 8205
http://woodyoubelieveit.co.za
STEWARTS & LLOYDS
529 5th St, Wynberg
 011 321 7900
http://www.stewartsandlloyds.co.za
WOOD CONNECTION
Gordon Ave, Blairgowrie
011 886 8338
N/A
TIMBER
STEEL
TIMBER
STEEL
PLASTICS
GLASS
PLASTICS
GLASS
INDUSTRIES:INDUSTRIES:
04Localize_Get Curious
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Brief:
From our mapping exercise, the Industrial Zones of Wynberg, North 
Riding/Kya Sand, Booysens, Troyeville, Germiston, CBD, Industria, 
Isando, Roodepoort were brought to the foreground.
Each student was allocated one of these areas to investigate. 
We were to locate, within our cordon, the various manufacturers that 
interest us and arrange to visit these.
Whilst touring the various facilities, we were to ask lots of questions 
and journal what we see and hear. 
We are to produce a 2-minute video-journal, documenting each 
field visit.
01Country Woods
02Hydrex
03Kgabang Print Works
05Localize_Street Work
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02
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We are tasked to bake a loaf of bread. Our choice of 
recipe may depend on many factors; previous experience, 
access to ingredients, ambition, cost, preparation time, 
baking time, access to an oven, flavor preference , etc.
The exercise is less about the results and more about what 
we learn from the process. We are to document the entire 
experience, include all the factors that influence our choic-
es and our thought processes as well as the outcomes. 
I am not particulary a fan of being in the kitchen, so my 
gretaest take away was the importance of preparation: 
ensuring that I not only had the correct ingredients, but 
the necessary utensils and a suffiecient quantity of appa-
ratus, too.
Practice does in fact make Better (if not Perfect) and more 
than anything - Patience is Key.
Bon Appetit!
06Baking Bread, Breaking Bread
-238-
Ingredients
3-4   Bananas  |   2    Eggs  |  250g  Butter  |  500g  Flour  
2tsp  Baking Powder  |  125g  Brown Sugar  |  1/2tsp Salt
Preparation
Preheat oven to 180°C  |  Grease/butter baking tray
Method
Measure Flour into large mixing bowl
Add Baking Powder & Salt to Flour
Measure Butter & Sugar in separate bowl & mixture
Beat Eggs seperately & add to Butter & Sugar mixture
Mash Bananas in separate bowl
Add mashed Banana to Butter mixture
Work Butter mixture into Flour mixture
Pour combined mixture out into Greased Baking Tray
Bake in pre-heated oven for 60min
Remove from oven & allow to cool on Cooling Rack
Serve & Enjoy
Banana Bread
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Figure 1: Rocky mountain ridges & bodies of water creating geographic 
boundaries across the Jo’burg landscape. Map by Author.
Part 1: Drivers of Segregation
Scales of Boundaries
The boundaries of segregation are quite evident in the Johannes-
burg landscape and they are manifested at different scales, from 
the largest and obvious geographic separators, to the slightly less 
apparent separators of class and race. Among these large and nat-
ural boundaries, are the distinctive rocky mountainous ridges and 
the line of “koppies” running from east to west. 
Located on the eastern plateau area of South Africa, the Highveld 
(where Johannesburg is situated) is at an elevation of 1 753m. 
Jo’burg’s former CBD is positioned just south of the prominent 
Witwatersrand (“White Water’s Ridge” in Afrikaans) ridge, whose 
hills and valleys create the vibrant rocky boundaries scattered 
across the city. This 56km long north-facing escarpment can be 
traced running from east to west all the way from Bedfordview, 
through Johannesburg and Roodepoort out toward Krugersdorp 
with only a short gap along the way. This is a particularly signif-
icant geographic boundary, as it serves as the divider between 
what is considered the southern suburbs from the north (Wikipe-
dia.¹ n.d).
divided into three parts that will address the drivers and devices of 
segregation, along with the mechanisms to overcome this segrega-
tion. Through methods of historical research, mapping, illustration 
and site analysis, the different components to each respective part 
will be unpacked and evaluated. The desired outcome is to draw a 
conclusion as to whether the mechanisms proposed to overcome 
these boundaries are realistic in their strategies or whether they 
present the potential for further segregation in their execution.
Introduction
This research paper aims to understand and critically analyse 
urban boundaries, what they represent and how they are mani-
fested at different scales. A boundary, in the conventional English 
sense, can be described as “something that indicates bounds or 
limits; a limiting or bounding line” (Dictionary.com, n.d.). An archi-
tectural boundary is described as a term implying “division, sepa-
ration or limits to space,” while simultaneously used to allude to 
notions of spatial perception (Chalmers, 2013: ii). The intrigue in the 
concept of boundaries relates to their ability to both divide and 
connect two entities simultaneously. Boundaries mark a transition 
between two states of being, transmit and control the exchange 
between territories, exhibiting structure at multiple scales (Richter 
and Peitgen. 1985:571-572).
Wang, Qin & Hu (2016) observed that in urban agglomerations, 
urban boundaries could extend beyond administrative boundaries. 
They then queried the correlations between metropolitan bound-
aries, natural boundaries, and urban boundaries (referred to as 
the “three types of boundary”) and what their influence might be 
on the level of greenspace.
With a particular focus on the north-east quadrant of Johan-
nesburg, specifically in the areas of Alexandra, Sandton and its 
immediate surrounds, forms of segregation and the boundaries 
that they manifest are assessed. The topics of segregation are 
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 Figure 3: City of Johannesburg Regions & Boundaries. Map by Author.Figure 2: Rocky mountain ridges (Harvey Municipal Nature reserve) between Linksfield & Cyrildene. (Photographed & edited by Author)
At a metropolitan and political level are the boundaries of gov-
ernance, which previously consisted of eleven different regions, 
numbered from 1 to 11. In 2006 these regions were reorganized 
from the existing eleven regions to the seven that exist, today. 
These seven regions are now labelled alphabetically from A to 
G, and was done to separate powers between the legislative and 
executive bodies within the City of Johannesburg. The municipal-
ity now stretches from Orange Grove in the south, to Midrand in 
the north, covering an area of 1 645km². it contains two major 
urban centres, being Johannesburg and Midrand and comprises 
of eleven smaller urban centres (Wikipedia.² n.d). However, de-
spite the re-distribution of powers, what has remained seemingly 
unchanged is how the northern suburbs (located in the west 
portion of Region E, the south extent of Region A and Region B) 
include the wealthiest and most developed parts of the city, while 
the southern suburbs (Regions F and G) remain the most isolated 
and least integrated areas of the city. The suburbs in the south-
ern extent of the city tend to be either solely industrial or solely 
residential and even though some of these residential areas are 
well-established, long-standing communities, there are extremely 
large informal settlements, such as Orange Farm, too (Wikipedia.³  
n.d).
Historically, the first residential suburbs of Johannesburg were 
situated close to the CBD and south of the Witwatersrand ridge. 
Over time, the wealthier residents were able to relocate north, in 
search of better property located further away from the dust and 
noise of the mining activities. At first, they settled at the lower 
slopes of the ridge, before eventually moving over its northern 
slopes, thus the first residential township of Doornfontein was 
established in 1887, followed by New Doornfontein, Bellevue and 
then Yeoville. By 1893, the suburb of Parktown had been estab-
lished and had become the preferred residence of Johannesburg’s 
wealthy elite, all the while, those who couldn’t afford to migrate 
north remained to the south of the ridge and the CBD (SA History. 
2016).
For centuries, people have coveted properties along these beau-
tiful ridges and with the views at the peaks of these being partic-
ularly breath-taking, stretching as far as the Magaliesburg to the 
north, it’s understandable why (Munro 2016). For some, these ridg-
es serve as dividers and territories as beacons of wealth, while for 
others they are reminders of a life outside of their reach. Brixton, 
Westcliff, Yeoville, Upper Houghton, Observatory, Linksfield Ridge, 
to name only a few, are among the suburbs (both affluent and not) 
that are simultaneously separated, connected and nestled along 
these ridges. 
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Figure 4: Map of the Eastern Metropolitan Council (2000), showing a number of enclosures scattered over the area. 
(Source: Landman & Ntombela. 2006: 18 [graphics edited by author]  – Original map by MBS Consulting Engineers, 
Johannesburg)
Boundaries & the Economic Poor
In their 2006 paper, Landman & Ntombela assess how the na-
ture and design of the South African urban form impacts people 
of a lower income bracket’s ability to achieve more sustainable 
livelihoods and a sense of place and belonging, here. Their core 
argument states that, through the various urban interventions and 
developments such as gated communities, in particular, the trans-
formation of the local urban form does not integrate the poor, but 
instead they are made more vulnerable. The paper focuses primar-
ily on the effect that the privatisation of urban public spaces has 
on the poor’s access to opportunities, progression and land.
Although South Africa, as a democracy, has taken great strides in 
the transformation of the political, socio-economic and urban spa-
tial sectors, the masses of poorer citizens did not entirely reap the 
benefits, if at all. Housing subsidies and welfare grants were made 
available to improve the quality of life for the poor, but because 
the demand for such housing far exceeds the supply, more were to 
settle for being put on a housing waiting list, instead. What later 
came as a resulting social change was increased urbanisation, a 
decline in the opportunities of formal employment and high levels 
of fear, crime and violence. Informal settlements became the 
default for those that were left without a housing grant, while still 
needing to be close to the centre of economic opportunity, thus 
making the most dominant characteristic of the post-apartheid 
city, the random distribution of informal settlements scattered 
across the landscape. This, of course results in the erection of 
more privatized and fortified enclaves, for the predominantly mid-
dle to high income bracket earners. 
Old patterns of segregation are now overlaid with new patterns of 
segregation and consequently, different types of walled and gated 
communities and areas erect visible and rigid boundaries within 
the city. As Landman quoted Bremner (1990:10), “Those dynamics 
are producing an increasingly disparate, separate city. The gaps be-
tween the townships, the inner city and the suburb are widening. 
The chances that people of this city will develop a sense of shared 
space, of shared destiny, grow slimmer by the day.” As many of 
the poor are located in the inner cities, just as many, if not more 
are located on the periphery as a result of historical segregation 
patterns and the recent cost of land over the years. These periph-
eral settlements, more often than not, have inadequate access to 
services and urban infrastructure, while employment opportuni-
ties and support facilities are equally lacking (Landman & Ntombela. 
2006:5).
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Figure 6: City of Johannesburg National & Municipal Road Boundaries & 
Passes. Map by Author. Callout images sourced from: (Munro. 2016)
Figure 5: Spatial Relationship between Informal Settlements & Urban Areas. 
(Source: http://www.makingofcities.org/journal/globalisation-johannesburg-part-2-2 - Edited by author)
Part 2: Devices of Segregation
Forms of Boundaries 
The largest constructed boundaries prevalent in an established 
urban context are those of road networks. These range from the 
national roads, such as the N1 (Pretoria Main Road) Freeway con-
necting the south most extents of Johannesburg to its neighbour-
ing Pretoria, in the far north; to the municipal roads, main roads, 
local streets and Passes that form links over the natural ridges, 
hills and valleys. The significance of Passes are how their purpose 
is more to connect areas, by cutting through the rocky ridges, rath-
er than to divide areas of land by creating valleys through them. 
One such example is Sylvia Pass, located in Mountain View. This 
pass creates a link between the northern and southern suburbs 
that are separated by the Witwatersrand. A link is established 
between Norwood, Sydenham, Highlands North, Fairview and Or-
ange Grove in the northern valley to Observatory, Linksfield Ridge, 
Bruma, Kensington and Cyrildene on the southern hill and valley 
(Munro. 
Ground transportation is the most important method of trans-
porting people and goods in and out of the city, as Jo’burg has 
no large enough navigable body of water (Wikipedia.⁴ n.d). Every 
constructed road network plays a crucial role in connecting people 
and places, aiding in economic and social growth, but they also 
have a coupled effect of dividing parcels of land and the people 
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Figure 8: The model of the apartheid city according to Davies. (Giraut & 
Vacchiani-Marcuzzo. 2009:53)
Figure 7: City of Johannesburg National & Municipal Road Boundaries.     
Map by Author.
There are still remnants of this spatial planning that exist in 
modern day Johannesburg and what this means is that even in a 
democratic South Africa, in certain areas where people live (often 
those of a lower income bracket) are still located far from places of 
suitable employment. The concern is that this geographic demar-
cation not only pre-determines where a particular class of people 
will reside, but quite effectively ensures that they are unable to 
earn a sufficient enough income to move closer to work, “the poor 
get fewer opportunities and barely get a chance to make it out of 
their situation,” (Dlanga, K. 2012. as quoted by Nyapokoto 2014:5). A 
good example of this is the location of the residential areas of Al-
exandra and Kew, which are for the most part occupied by people 
of a lower income bracket, located to the east edge of Wynberg, 
a primarily industrial area. To the immediate west of Wynberg, which 
was developed to serve as an intentional buffer zone, are the ever-afflu-
ent suburbs of Atholl Gardens, Sandown and Sandton CBD, separated by 
the Ben Schoeman Freeway (M1). Although it is believed that every effort 
is being made to better integrate areas of living, work and recreation, in 
modern democratic South Africa, a very evident scar of a pre-liberated 
spatial organization remains as both a tangible and physical boundary, as 
much as it is a psychological and intangible one.
who occupy them.   The Johannesburg Ring Road (the conver-
gence of the N1, N3 and N12) which was originally built to allow 
traffic not destined for Jo’burg to bypass the city (Wikipedia.⁵ n.d), 
circles around the outer edge of Region B and through the centre 
of Regions E and F, creating a redefined “inner city” boundary sep-
arating the contained areas, e.g Sandton and Randburg from their 
neighbouring Roodepoort (in Region C). The second aim in the 
construction of the Ring Road was to allow for the mobility of the 
then South African apartheid Army to protect the state and quell 
violence in Black townships (Wikipedia.⁵ n.d). The construction of 
this type of boundary (main transport mobility route) often leads 
to an additional boundary, in the form of a buffer zone that further 
separate areas from one another. Buffer zones manifest them-
selves in different ways, but always serve the function of a bound-
ary preventing any real contact between the occupants on either 
side. These were designed to be visible, tangible, social and ethnic 
discontinuities in the landscape, separating the CBDs and white 
suburbs from the townships reserved for the non-white popula-
tion (Giraut & Vacchiani-Marcuzzo. 2009:67). This form of spatial orga-
nization or zoning is illustrated in a diagram by R.J Davies (Giraut & 
Vacchiani-Marcuzzo. 2009) of the model of the apartheid city, which 
clearly portrayed the fragmented structure of the South African 
town or city. 
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Figure 10: Map of Alexandra Township, in relation to Wynberg. Map illustrated by Author.Figure 9: Location of Alexandra Township, Kew, Wynberg & Sandton. 
Map by Author.
Parallel Neighbours: Alexandra, Wynberg and Sandton
Alexandra is a roughly rectangular piece of land, located approxi-
mately 16 kilometres to the north of Johannesburg’s central CBD. 
Alexandra is bordered by a busy road to the south, commercial 
and industrial zones to the north, and the polluted Jukskei River 
to its east. What makes “Alex”, as it is commonly called, unique is 
that it is the only township in Johannesburg that is located in close 
proximity to industry and a range of characteristically urban ame-
nities. Its location is in fact an aberration in the spatial planning 
of apartheid Johannesburg as it was the only non-white township 
(residential area) that close to the CBD (Makalela et. al. 2003:13). Its 
proximity is unlike that of Soweto township, that was deliberately 
located some 24 kilometres to the south of central CBD. Despite 
its unplanned close proximity to the CBD and later Sandton’s, the 
apartheid regime’s main strategy was never to entirely remove 
Alex. It was considered too valuable as a labour pool serving the 
northern suburbs of Johannesburg and a decision was reached in 
the early 1960s to rebuild Alex as a ‘hostel city’ once all the prop-
erties were demolished (Makalela et. al. 2003:17). 
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 Figure 11: Map of Atholl Extension (Sandton), in relation to Wynberg. Map illustrated by Author.
Wynberg is located just on the east bank of the Ben Schoeman 
Freeway (M1) between Sandton Central and Alexandra Township 
and serves as Alex’s own significant employment node (Makalela 
et. al. 2003:13).  It has two main advantages, location and access, 
as it is positioned just off the Grayston Drive off-ramp from the M1 
highway, as well as access to the N3 highway and Pretoria Main 
Road (WID. n.d). As was previously noted, due to the industrial na-
ture of Wynberg’s use, it serves as a well-established buffer zone, 
positioned next the freeway boundary.
On the east bank of the Ben Schoeman Freeway (M1) is the very 
affluent suburb of Sandton. The “richest area in South Africa” is 
approximately 156 square kilometres and is the residence of South 
Africa’s “ultra high net worth individuals” (UHNWIs), with the 
suburb of Sandhurst being the home of 36 multimillionaires alone 
(Nyapokoto. 2014:4).
The boundaries separating Sandton, Wynberg and Alexandra 
respectively spans all the scales previously noted in this study. The 
natural boundary of the ridges between Sandton and Wynberg 
made for a comfortable location to overlay a constructed bound-
ary, in the form of the M1 highway, a very busy and wide arterial 
traffic route. On top of that, a boundary of different urban zoning 
was placed over the areas so as to further separate their land use 
functions. This meant that Sandton could cater for the upper-mid-
dle- to upper-class residents, while Alexandra was to accommo-
date low-income households and because industrial Wynberg is 
wedged between them, never the two shall meet. Despite the 
co-dependence that Wynberg and Alex have on one another, in 
terms of job opportunities and labour respectively, even they are 
separated by the busy Pretoria Main Road.
Alexandra Township, the oldest and poorest township in South Af-
rica, covers an approximate area of eight square kilometres. When 
the population is compared to that of Sandton, which are more or 
less the same, it is evident that Alexandra is unbelievably over-
crowded with a population of 25 545/km² compared to Sandton’s 
938/km² (Nyapokoto. 2014:4). In this characterised area of dirt, pol-
lution and overcrowding, the poor continue to grow poorer. The 
fact that the populous of Alexandra (thus Alex itself) were born of 
impoverishment, could explain the current prevailing poverty as 
generational poverty, in fact (Nyapokoto. 2014:4).
As Nyapokoto (2014:115) draws comparisons between Alex and 
Sandton, he concludes that even under the apartheid government, 
“Sandtonians” have been privileged and received preferential 
government treatment. Such privileges are among, but not lim-
ited to education of the highest calibre, apprenticeship and jobs 
ring-fenced from lower class/income workers. A portrayal of the 
residents of this area is one of autonomy and the right to self-de-
termination – meaning freedom coupled with choice, aspects of 
life that characterize liberty. 
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Figure 14: The apartheid city & the succession of municipal.
(Giraut & Vacchiani-Marcuzzo. 2009:54)
Figure 12: Boundary analysis of the M1 Freeway – an intersectional point 
where natural, constructed and zoning boundaries simultaneously occur. 
Illustration by Author.
Figure 13: “Affluence|Boundary |Buffer|Poverty”. 
 Illustrations by Author.
This is in great contrast to what Nyapokoto (2014:89) concludes of 
Alexandra, in that the ‘internal crisis’ experienced by the residents, 
comes from within Alex itself. A fear of gangsterism and tsotsis 
(young urban criminals from a township area) that continuously 
terrorised the township, overcrowding and poverty. He goes on to 
note that the destructive and long-lasting effect of apartheid, for 
the locals and the black man in particular, was the fact that contin-
uous, structural and systematic brutalisation and impoverishment 
resulted in the inferiorization and sometimes ‘death’ of the inner 
man. A badly bruised ego and debilitated psyche is internalized as 
the ‘servant’ disposition is retained. 
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The land in Alexandra was wet, muddy and disease-infested, 
making it unattractive to white property buyers of the time, thus, 
after six years of failed attempts at selling the land to the white 
buying market, Papenfus decided to sell the land to coloured and 
African (black) buyers, in 1912. Due to the prevailing legislation, 
blacks were not able to buy or own land in any of the urban areas 
in South Africa, therefore leaving Alex the only area where blacks 
could own land in Johannesburg (not entirely legally). By 1913 
the Native Land Bill was passed and the buying and buyaing back 
of land by African communities were put to a stop (Nyapokoto. 
2014:50).
Alex is a result of centuries-old dispossession, 
displacement and recial segregation of non-white 
communities by the imperialist colonial project of 
the Dutch and the British; laid out as a freehold 
township for Africans and coloureds in 1912  
(Bonner and Niftagodien. 2001, as quoted by 
Nyapokoto. 2014:50).
The new land owners were soon joined by many more settlers, 
during the rural depressions and drought and by the 1930’s the 
township had multiplied so drastically that every available room 
was occupied (Nyapokoto. 2014:51).
Figure 8: The model of the apartheid city according to Davies. (Giraut & 
Vacchiani-Marcuzzo. 2009:53)
Historical Evolution of Alex
Alexandra, being classified as a ‘black spot’ established among the 
white suburbs, during its early years of inception, found itself un-
attractive to the financial support of authorities. Its ever-expand-
ing population, against the grain of official policy, deterred even 
the Alexandra Health Committee. Both the Johannesburg City 
Council and the later flourishing Sandton Town Council refused to 
take ownership of the Township, allowing it to fall to decay.
The eight square kilometres of what is Alex’s territory was planned 
with a carrying capacity of 30 000 people, but by 2014 there were 
close to 950 000 residents occupying the area. The existence of 
the industries to the North, West, East and South of the Township 
were not coincidental, as Alex was considered a crucial “labour 
pool for Johannesburg” (Nyapokoto. 2014:45).
Despite the many publications on Alexandra dating its ‘birth’ back 
to 1912, it was in fact created in 1905 for sale to white people. 
Davie (2003, as quoted by Nyapokoto. 2014:49) reveals the origins of 
Alexandra:  
The story of Alex[andra] township goes back to 
1904 when it was very much part of Johannes-
burg farmlands. A wealthy farmer by the name 
of S. Papenfus bought a number of farms around 
present-day Alexandra, one of which was Zand-
fontein, which eventually became the township. 
Papenfus brought a cook - Henry Nxele Mbanjwa, 
and his wife Eva - along with him and they built 
themselves a mud hut in the heart of Alexandra. 
The hut acted as a donkey refreshment station 
for carts carrying Papenfus’ milk from his farm 
in Midrand to Johannesburg. The Mbanjwa’s 
brought their five-year-old daughter Annie with 
them when they moved. Annie married Phumza 
Twala and they had ten children. Phumza was a 
thatcher and thatched roofs in white suburbs of 
Johannesburg … People from rural areas, drawn 
by the possibility of jobs in the burgeoning mines, 
settled near to the Mbanjwas, and by 1912 Papen-
fus started dividing Zandfontein farm into 2 308 
plots, measuring 44 by 25 metres, selling them to 
black families and giving them an opportunity to 
own land just before the 1913 Land Act took away 
that right from them (Davie. 2003, as quoted by 
Nyapokoto. 2014:49).
 Figure 17: (left) A constructed boundary (bridge) established over a nat-
ural boundary (river) in Alex; (right) A constructed boundary (main road) 
lined by ’pseudo-natural’ boundaries (planting) buffers on either side. 
Illustrations by Author.
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Figure 16: Broad Land-Uses according to Marlboro Strategic Assessment (2014:20). Illustrations by Author.
Even the manner in which natural (or so perceived) boundaries 
interact with constructed boundaries differ significantly between 
the two areas. Sandton’s main arterial road is lined with trees that 
create a natural boundary of buffer, which is secondary to the 
primary constructed boundary. In Alex, the main boundary of the 
Jukskei river is prevalent and secondary to it, are the constructed 
bridges that allow residents to safely cross the river to get to Far 
East Bank, on the other side.
Comparing Boundaries
On many scales and in multiple instances, the boundaries in Alex-
andra and Sandton differ. Not only do these boundaries exist to 
separate the two areas, but they serve to simultaneously hinder 
the growth of Alexandra and encourage that of Sandton. This 
becomes more evident, the longer one compares the types of 
boundaries and how they manifest in these two areas. On a large 
and district planning scale, one can easily pick up the parallels 
evident in the zoning of land uses. In this case, many of the areas 
of Sandton are zoned as predominantly high income residential 
developments (some areas making an exception for middle-high 
income), with Alex zoned as low income residences and Wynberg 
zoned for offices and warehouses (industrial). This is significantly 
more socially exclusive because aside from the demarcation of 
zoning for particular land uses, an underlying separator of class 
and race becomes more evident. 
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Figure 20: (left) Alexandra Township, with Sandton on the horizon, (right) A small 
informal settlement in the middle of Innesfree Park (Sandton) with the skyscrapers 
of Sandton CBD on the horizon. (Unequal Scenes. n.d)
Figure 19: A section through Grayston Drive in Sandton, contrasting the 
scale of infrastructure and architecture. Illustrations by Author.
 Figure 18: A section through Wynberg Road in Alexandra, contrasting the 
scale of infrastructure and architecture. Illustrations by Author.
Landscape
“Alex appears to be carved out of stone,” (Unequal Scenes. n.d) 
the barren, almost desert-like Alexandra landscape sits in stark 
contrast to the lush, green leafy parks and avenues that are 
characteristically Sandtonian. This evidently illustrates what the 
climatic environment of these places could be, where the one has 
very little shelter from the Highveld heat and the other multiple 
opportunities to seek refuge in the shade.
 
The street conditions, the nature of the paved and tarred infra-
structure differ dramatically between the two areas. The roads 
in Sandton are in a better condition; they’re well maintained, are 
framed by beautifully paved sidewalks and even have planted 
lawns in some parts along the main road. Alex’s main road is nar-
rower, barely maintained and is framed by unpaved sidewalks with 
self-built structures slowly creeping closer to the pavement’s edge. 
To further illustrate the parallels between these neighbouring 
areas, comparisons are drawn between particular sets of boundar-
ies specific to the nature of the infrastructure and architecture of 
each place. The following illustrated comparisons are not always 
directly linked, but serve more as an indicator of the nature of the 
amenities that are available to the residents of Alex and Sandton 
respectively. 
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Figure 22: (left) A house’s boundary onto the narrow street edge (Makalela, et al. 2003:29),
(right) A house’s private boundary wall along a Sandton suburb street (Dezign Squared. n.d)
Figure 21: (left) A street in Alexandra (Nyapokoto. 2014:48)
 (right) A street in Sandton (Unequal Scenes. n.d)
Public-Private Boundaries
Where self-built architecture is the most predominant, in Alexandra, it is rare to find a constructed boundary wall or fence. Often times 
there isn’t a garden or land to enclose with a fence, where houses are packed as closely together as possible and in the cases where there 
is enough outdoor space to enclose, a simple chain-link fence or zinc sheets erected in an upright position does the job. On the other hand, 
Sandtonians have many options for how they choose to enclose their large plots of land and private gardens. These options are often de-
pendent on the level of security already present in their residential area, how much security they want to invest into the structure of their 
boundary walls and the aesthetic they are most attracted to.
Roads
Unfinished infrastructure is not uncommon in Alexandra. Basic 
municipal services such as electricity, running water and refuse re-
moval have yet to be rolled out to all the areas in Alex. In contrast 
to the well managed and maintained infrastructure in Sandton.  
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 Figure 23: (left) A brick-built row house in Alexandra (Makalela, et al. 2003:1),
(right) A bespoke Tuscan mansion in Sandhurst (Nyapokoto. 2014:104)
Part 3: Mechanisms to Overcome Segregation
Integration vs. Segregation
As local governmental structures have identified realms of concern 
with regard to the urban framework environment, a number of 
spatial designations and their purposes have been highlighted. 
One such strategy is social housing, with the focus of restructuring 
zones, intended to integrate South African cities, economically, ra-
cially and socially (Social Housing Regulatory Authority. n.d.). Although 
it is believed that every effort has been made to better integrate 
areas of living, work and recreation, in modern democratic South 
Africa, a very evident scar of a pre-liberated spatial organization 
remains as both a tangible and physical boundary, as much as it is 
a psychological and intangible one.
In spite of the number of successful interventions, (referring to 
government attempts and interventions to minimize these gross 
forms of unjust segregation) a number of challenges have started 
to emerge as a result of the unintended consequences and side-ef-
fects of existing spatial interventions. Citizens’ responses to a host 
of insecurities and a lack of longer term consideration of certain 
development types often result in a laissez-faire approach towards 
(these developments) from the governmental or state depart-
ments. Consequently, the emerging South African city, according 
to researched spatial patterns and trends, is aligned to the follow-
ing four components (Landman 2000):
It is quite evident across all scales of boundaries and infrastructure that there are simply more options and capital available in Sandton that 
there is in Alexandra. There is also more opportunity for growth, for wealth and exceptional quality of life in Sandton, where Alexandra illus-
trates a life condemned to poverty, overcrowding and squalor (Nyapokoto. 2014:51).
Private Architecture
Residential options in Alexandra are Sandton are similar in the sense that you can either rent a property from a property owner or you can 
purchase private property or land to build on. However, there is a stark contrast in what that looks like in the two areas. Renting, in Alex 
often means a room or back yard shack on the landlord’s property and buying/building is often self-built brick or block houses on a small 
piece of land. In Sandton, there are options to rent anything ones budget allows, from a 2 bedroom apartment to a townhouse in a security 
complex to a freestanding house. Buying options are often the same property typologies that can be rented.
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Figure 25: Nicosia’s Ledra/Lokmaci Street crossing 
(Conflict in Cities. n.d:2).
Figure 24: Application and outcome of integration and segregation approaches 
to urban design
 (Landman & Ntombela. 2006: 8)
City Centre Regeneration
Regenerating a city centre and other areas of commercial transac-
tion can provide spaces accessible to all of the city’s populations. 
Case studies done by Conflict in Cities (CinC) found that spaces 
shared by residents sreate room for unexpected and surprising 
encounters, illustrating the potential of having a less segregated 
city (Conflict in Cities. n.d:1). The popularity of the Mamilla mall, in 
Jerusalem, surprised many, as Belfast’s city centre became a hub 
for cultural events, festivals and celebrations, and expanded retail 
development, where previously the political climate of the city 
had placed great limits on its potential for inclusivity (Conflict in 
Cities. n.d:2). Beirut’s territorial demarcation of neighbourhoods 
saw the development of communally distinctive centres across the 
city, whilst the regeneration efforts in Vukovar, saw public spaces 
redefined to create a homogenous ‘Croatian’ city (Conflict in Cities. 
n.d:2). 
After Nicosia’s Ledra/Lokmaci Street crossing reopened in 2008, 
the banner on the Turkish-Cypriot side that had previously called 
out to the ‘wall of shame’ now invited Greek-Cypriots to cross the 
Buffer Zone with the beckoning greeting of: ‘Let’s go to shopping’. 
Printed in both English and Greek, it calls out to both the interna-
tional tourist trade as well as Greek-Cypriots locals (Conflict in Cities. 
n.d:2).
1. A spatial system that organises the urban population according 
to income groups, based on separated neighbourhood cells com-
prising either (of) fortified and well-developed enclaves for the 
upper income groups or under-developed ghettos for the poor.
2. An urban system of governance based on perforated sovereign-
ty and multiple points of influence in the form of strong Home 
Owners Associations (HOAs) that constitute a new level of local 
governance in the form of private micro-governments…
3. A system of urban service provision that provides land, services, 
transport and community facilities in a way that severely disad-
vantages the poor and benefits those that have access to various 
forms of “privatised” urban space, services and facilities, often 
still maintained by the local government.
4. A housing delivery system that is severely skewed between 
low-income housing with little or no secondary market value and 
middle-to-high-income housing that is predominantly develop-
er-driven…
When utilized, in conjunction, the four abovementioned components aid in an urban design model or system aiming to segre-
gate. There is a primary focus on the private realm through the privatization of spaces that should in fact be pubic. Characteris-
tics include a separation of land uses, physically separating neighbourhoods (primarily through the generation of gated neigh-
bourhoods or ‘security estates’), the privatization of communities and recreational facilities and the predominant use of fences 
and gates to define divisions of spaces (Landman & Ntombela. 2006: 8).
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Research Question
Is it not possible to “zone” areas on a smaller scale so as to en-
courage the generation of “micro-cities,” where all the functions of 
a conventional city exist in closer proximity to each other; allowing 
people to foster large functioning communities, rather than exist-
ing in sprawling cities?
Inevitably Johannesburg is to accommodate the great influx of 
people coming into the city from the countryside and outside or 
neighbouring cities; what this means for the future of its devel-
opment and how best to respond is of crucial importance and to 
be taken into great consideration. Is the answer to consider the 
New Urbanisation model as the Johannesburg landscape is being 
altered and developed, to re-visit and adapt the Compact City 
model or is the ideal to choose and adopt a completely unique 
model altogether?
How do we address the multi-layered segregation in a way that 
can deliver basic needs to the majority of city dwellers, instead of 
for the elite minority, without falling down the slippery slope of 
Privatization? Is it possible to live together, without casting out the 
other? 
Conclusion
Many options of rehabilitation of the city boundaries are available, 
some more effective than others, while some require privatized 
interventions and funding. The primary take away is that histor-
ically disadvantaged areas cannot be left to disrepair, based on 
the shortfalls of their past and origins, just as previously advan-
taged areas should not be encouraged or additionally funded and 
invested in, solely for their historical significance. Areas where 
people live, should be developed to provide the best possible 
opportunities for growth, wealth prosperity and a high quality of 
life. Government, city and urban planners as well as architects and 
developers need to be more willing to develop in areas that were 
previously neglected. It is in my opinion that if the gaps between 
poverty and wealth become smaller, the issues of crime, violence, 
classism and racism would significantly decrease, because there is 
no longer an unbridgeable gap between those who thrive eco-
nomically and those who are barely surviving beyond the poverty 
line.
Restructuring Zones
Wynberg, whose location and function was originally to serve as 
a buffer zone between Sandton and Alexandra has begun taking 
strides to restructure and revitalize the role it plays in the city. The 
Wynberg District (WID) is characterized as a business improve-
ment district managing the growth of the industrial area of Wyn-
berg. Its prime location and access coupled with what is described 
as competitive rentals and recent formation of the business 
improvement district, makes the Wynberg Improvement District 
(funded by the commercial property owners) a highly competi-
tive light industrial zone (Wynberg Improvement District. n.d.). Even 
though the freeway between Wynberg and Sandton is the phys-
ically constructed boundary, Wynberg in itself serves as a large 
buffer zone. By definition, a buffer zone is a visible, real, social 
and ethnic discontinuity in the landscape, purposed to separate 
the CBDs and affluent suburbs from the townships (Giraut & Vac-
chiani-Marcuzzo. 2009:67) and Wynberg does exactly that. However, 
with the intended vision of restructuring and revitalization of the 
area, Wynberg may soon be transformed from being a buffer of 
separation, to a hub of integration.
Reconstruction and Urban Renewal of Alexandra 
The Alexandra Renewal Project sets out to undertake many differ-
ent projects, which is to include about 200 projects; some related 
to environmental development, others to the development of 
human skills; and others dedicated to upgrading housing in the 
township (Makalela, et al. 2003:4). Some of these projects include, 
but are not limited to the upgrading and development of housing, 
rehabilitation of the Jukskei River and the improvements of school, 
their teacher learning facilities and clinic and hospital facilities 
(Makalela, et al. 2003:6).
Figure 26: A view of Alex’s new social housing structures (Gauteng Film 
Commission South Africa. 2012.).
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ed designs. “Observation can be adopted to obtain a better understanding 
about people’s behaviours in the environment as it is a method of looking 
at action between people and their environment” (Sanoff, 1992:33).
B•D•N•D Design Group will also create a network with a wide range of 
professionals made up of psychologists, artists, photographers, etc. to 
serve as consultants towards ensuring our design outputs are truly end-us-
er oriented. These sets of consultants will be different from consultants 
in the construction industry, in that their key focus is ensure the interior 
spaces suit the client and brief.
The target market will span the range of residential to commercial build-
ings within the cities of Johannesburg, Pretoria, Durban and Cape Town. 
Within these environments our clients will range between medium to high 
income earners. To maintain a lasting relationship with our clients, we will 
provide concessional services to devoted patrons, as a form of appreciation 
of loyalty.
After two years from inception, B•D•N•D will begin to host annual training 
programs for members of staff. This ensures that the selected staff are tech-
nologically proficient in new software programs, in order to continuously 
grow the firm’s capacity to compete in the growing market and remain 
relevant. 
After five years from inception, B•D•N•D will begin to hold an annual 
event with the aim of showcasing the firm’s interest and also as a medium 
to host our clients, prospective clients, consultants and staff. During these 
annual events, we will present awards to selected clients, consultants and 
staff as appreciation for their contribution to the growth of the firm. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Executive Summary
B•D•N•D Design Group is an architectural firm that prides itself in 
developing architectural designs that address subtle spatial, psychological 
and socio-cultural challenges. We believe these three elements are the tri-
partite that influences user oriented architecture. To effectively ensure that 
our clients get the best out of our designs, we center our design concepts 
on solid research work that uncovers the effects of our decisions spatially, 
psychologically and socio-culturally. 
B•D•N•D’s desire to explore this method of design, stems from the 
research done by both firm partners, during their Master’s studies. One of 
the research explorations investigated the use of various forms of material-
ity and its ability to transcend conventional use, while the other uncovered 
the influence of boundaries (visible and invisible) on space and how they 
regulate our daily affairs. A combination of both research directions have 
provided the frame work for B•D•N•D to create a unique path for its 
architectural practice. 
Spaces are not made by architectures alone, but by a combination of archi-
tectures and human interaction. B•D•N•D seeks to manipulate various 
dimensions of human interaction in creating boundaries and also the use 
of material complexity as a tool to achieve these design realisations. 
B•D•N•D will employ the use of participatory design methodology as a 
means to uncover what we refer to as the invisible needs of our clients. To 
ensure that this is done efficiently, we will sign agreements with our clients 
that allow us to plant trained personnel into the day-to-day lives of our 
clients. This is live research done by observation, and we are convinced that 
this helps to uncover the invisible needs of the client which will be juxta-
posed with the client’s brief requirements, to better create end-user orient-
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BODY OF DOCUMENT
Company Summary
B•D•N•D Design Group
158 Jan Smuts Avenue
Rosebank 
Johannesburg
2196
Tel: +27 11 771 4231
Web: www.dbnd.co.za
B•D•N•D Design Group is located in Johannesburg, South Africa and 
founded in 2015. B•D•N•D provides small to medium scale architectural 
design services and solutions to the cities of Johannesburg, Pretoria and 
Cape Town. B•D•N•D Design Group leases a 222m² office space on the 
third floor at 158 Jan Smuts Avenue.
In the few years, since its founding, B•D•N•D Design Group has connected 
with clients and projects that have expanded their experience, knowledge 
and network base. As a result, this has positioned the company and its 
services to focus greatly on its participatory design methodology.
•	 to use and promote the elements and principles of design as 
a means to provide tailor-made design solutions to the client 
market
•	 to provide a range of services, specific to delivering a holistic 
end-user design solution approach
•	 to provide concessional services, to devoted patrons whose loyalty 
spans a minimum of 2years; thus maintaining positive client 
relationships that solidify key networks
Keys to Success:
•	 continuously nurturing and growing BDND’s client and consultant 
base
•	 employ a Continuous Quality Assessment module, applied to ev-
ery project , whereby the client provides feedback on the quality 
of services rendered and means of potential improvement 
•	 improving company services by continuous development of 
consultant alliances
 
Goals & Objectives
Definition: Goals [are] the Big Picture — where we hope that our efforts will ul-
timately bring us. Objectives are about a specific plan of attack — usually a se-
ries of them — each being relatively short-term in nature. (Investor Words. n.d) 
It is essential that Goals & Objectives are defined by the SMART guidelines: 
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound.
 
Goals:
Our goal is to provide:
•	 a service to our clients that delivers exceptional designs
•	 a good client-professional rapport that builds lasting network 
links
•	 cost-effective designs that meet essential requirements
Objectives:
Our objective is:
•	 on a yearly basis, to expand BDND’s technological proficiencies 
by employing continuous skills development for employees to 
maintain relevance in the ever-changing market
•	 within 5 years, to make use of a wide range of trained profession-
als, from varying fields of expertise, to better assess the personal 
needs of every client
Vision & Mission Statement
Definition: An aspirational description of what an organization would like to 
achieve or accomplish in the mid-term or long-term future. It is intended to 
serve as a clear guide for choosing current and future courses of action. A 
written declaration of an organization’s core purpose and focus that normally 
remains unchanged over time. Properly crafted mission statements (1) serve 
as filters to separate what is important from what is not, (2) clearly state which 
markets will be served and how, and (3) communicate a sense of intended 
direction to the entire organization.
A mission is different from a vision in that the former is the cause and the lat-
ter is the effect; a mission is something to be accomplished whereas a vision 
is something to be pursued for that accomplishment (Business Dictionary. n.d). 
Vision Statement:
To become a world renowned architectural design firm with a core focus on 
employing participatory (end-user centric) design methodology, is our vi-
sion. To set a trend of new forms of design that are tailored to every client/
user specifically and is, in itself, a catalyst toward bettering their lives and 
the lives of the communities at large.
Mission Statement:
We believe that “people make architecture, and architecture makes people”; 
therefore, we leverage on the use of the elements and principles of design, 
in their purest form, to provide design solutions to the day-to-day challeng-
es encountered with architecture by users within their environment.
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Marketing
Target Market:
The primary market clientele that B•D•N•D Design Group aims to reach is 
the “private wealth” market. This includes homeowners with a significant 
amount of capital budget to put toward their personalized residences, 
these same clients could equally require the company’s profile expertize 
to be applied to their personal places of business. B•D•N•D’s marketing 
strategy will therefore focus on appealing to the private business/home-
owners primarily, before gearing to the appeal of professionals within 
industry, such as contractors, developers, specialists and eventually the 
public and government sectors.
Marketing Strategies:
In order to reach the required target market & clientele, B•D•N•D Design 
Group will employ the following:
•	 Company Branding and Brand Management: the overall graph-
ic representation of the company will be selectively modern, 
eye-catching and appealing. An established brand identity will 
then be used on all marketing and promotional catalogues
•	 Creation of an Online Presence: by means of a business website 
and active social media accounts and platforms. Through the 
online presence, clients are able to interact with and get an under-
standing of the work we do, while having the option to be redi-
rected to our website to access our company profile and portfolio
•	 Regular Updating of Portfolio: establishing a catalogued refer-
ence to work done by the company, to be used in online profiles 
and presences to communicate to clients the scope and style of 
be given to unique projects that support our vision and mission statement.
B•D•N•D Design Group will expand its knowledge, creativity, innovation 
and design talent in this chosen field by conducting training programs 
annually for its employees. We will liaise with other firms that share 
similar interest both locally and internationally. This is to improve global 
relevance, by building aright network. We will also invest in sponsoring 
leaders of the firm to attend local and international conferences that are re-
lated to the firm’s unique interest. This will be used as a marketing strategy 
to help the firm establish contact with the right market network. 
B•D•N•D Design Group would ensure a mentorship leadership module 
is established, where leaders of the firm will mentor employees for a 
period of time to ensure they are rooted into the interest of the firm. These 
mentored employees will become mentors of incoming employees. High 
attention will also be given to employees with specific skills we believe are 
beneficial to our unique interest.
B•D•N•D Design Group prides itself in being able to perform unique 
and difficult tasks in the design industry. This we will accomplish with our 
vast and robust wealth of knowledge from years of research work. We will 
therefore not only undergo unique projects, but also charge fees based on 
the unique value we provide our clients.
Once B•D•N•D Design Group attains a certain level of global recognition, 
we will only select few projects we believe matches the company’s image 
and interest. 
B•D•N•D Design Group will begin as a small partnership firm, consisting 
of two directors (partners), two architectural technologists and an admin-
istrative assistant. The role of the directors would be to take the lead in 
design generation decisions on projects, to oversee design presentations 
and monitor design development. The directors are also responsible for 
the securing of projects for the firm and to personally consult with clients 
regarding their design briefs. The technologists would have the role of 
working alongside either director on specific projects, to generate working, 
presentation and council documentation for the projects. The technolo-
gists would also be responsible for the basic operations of the firm, in the 
absence of either director at a given time. The administrative assistant 
would be responsible for managing and distributing information within 
the firm: this includes the answering and redirecting of phone calls, pro-
viding clients with first-account customer service, sending and receiving of 
office correspondence and maintaining company files. These make up the 
starting workforce, and as the firm grows and more projects are taken on, 
senior technologists, project managers and full-time consulting staff would 
be taken on board.
Business Model
B•D•N•D Design Group will operate within an expertise based model. This 
is to enable us to pay attention to the vision and mission statements of the 
company. The firm will run a studio based practice, where designs would 
be processed for implementation. Priority will be given to projects that 
are sensitive to the human interaction with spaces and the exploration of 
materiality. 
B•D•N•D Design Group seeks to merge these two elements of human 
spatial analysis and materiality to create bespoke architectures. We are 
aware that not all projects support this vision and therefore attention will 
Client service:
The direct affect to the client, would to be provided with effective consul-
tations with every individual client. The goal is to design solutions that 
not only fit the brief provided by the client, but to provide personalized 
designs that allow the client’s personal and/or business environments to 
perform more effectively to their individual needs/requirements.
Community service:
•	 Through consultation, an enhancement of the local environment
•	 Provide affordable and desirable project solutions that would 
catalyze the urban landscape image
•	 Provide increases in stable quality employment for the communi-
ty through contracts and contractors within industry
Company Ownership
(Style of Practice)
Partnership: B•D•N•D Design Group is comprehensive architectural 
design solutions partnership
Partners: Olufolajimi Akinboboye (Executive Director, Architect)
Jasmine Zwane (Creative Director, Architect)
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Expansion into other African Nations: The firm is made up of a Nigerian 
and a South African. This gives us the opportunity to establish firms outside 
South Africa, thereby improving our international recognition. 
Threats:
Unfavourable Government Policies: The firm’s desire to produce a differ-
ent style of architecture which is centred on the understanding of human 
interaction with spaces might be faced with restrictions from government 
policies. This can become a threat to the growth of the firm. 
Arrival of Competitors: The arrival of competitors and firms that practice 
similar philosophies within our location of operation has the tendency to 
affect the company’s market pool, reducing the number of available clients. 
Global Economic Downturn: The ability for economic recession to occur 
can become a threat to the firm’s progress. If economic recession occurs in 
the course of big projects, the firm can run at a loss. This has the ability to 
affect purchasing and spending power. 
Continuity: The firm will have to invest into future continuity of the firms 
design interest. With the two founders running the practice and acting as 
focal points of the firm’s ideology, it would be a threat to the firm’s future 
to not have a suitable successor. 
clients to buy into our philosophy and design ideology.
Credit Worthiness: The firm is made up mainly of two partners who are 
young professionals in the industry with limited assets. This prevents the 
firm from getting big loans to enable us handle big projects. It also limits 
third party funding’s and investments. The alternative might be to include 
a third party with assets capable of providing backing for our loans. This 
reduces our equity ratio.
Portfolio: The firm will be one of the few firms with such unique approach 
to architecture. Our limited amount of completed projects will prevent us 
from curating a portfolio within the first few years to display our capability 
to potential clients. 
Market Limitation: As much as the firm takes pride in a unique style of 
practice, this wouldn’t be appreciated by everyone. Therefore it limits the 
available market. 
Opportunities:
Networking: The firm will leverage on establishing allies with like minds 
in the design industry. In other not to be isolated, we would get involved 
in conferences, workshops and seminars where the theme will be centred 
around the firms designs interest. 
Diversity: The firm is made up of two unique interests with each depen-
dent on each other. The firm will also leverage on these skills to diversify 
into various forms of design such as furniture design, urban behavioural 
interpretation through mapping. 
Academics: Both partners after a period of 5years will make proposals 
to become lecturers at certain universities. This is to introduce the firms 
design interest into the public realm and also recruit young architects to be 
part of the vision we believe. 
Competition
To properly understand the B•D•N•D’s competition in the design industry, 
it is important to carry out a SWOT ANALYSIS. This analysis will carefully 
under study our Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats.
Strengths:
Research Work: The firm will leverage on the depth of research work done 
by both partners during their master’s degree. The firms design interest is 
centred on this research work, therefore during its launch, it will benefit 
from the wealth of research knowledge. More investments will be made for 
consistent improvement of research depth. 
Design Tools: The firm’s partners are both skilled in the use of Autodesk 
(AutoCad, Revit and 3DMax) and Adobe (Photoshop, illustrator and InDe-
sign). These tools are of great asset in the design industry. Our ability to 
be competent with the use of these tools allows us to be effective with our 
design process and it also allows us to impress our clients. 
Location: The firm will be located within a strategic environment in 
Rosebank. We believe majority of our clients would be situated in Sandton, 
Rosebank, etc. The ease of proximity between our clients and us will allow 
for better relationship and site inspection. 
Established Niche: The firm will make use of its ability to establish a niche 
in the design industry. This niche we believe will be us providing unique 
design services we consider ourselves experts in.
Weaknesses:
Industry Infancy: The firm will be made up of fresh master’s graduates 
who are bringing new ideas into the design industry. It will require a lot 
of strategic planning coupled with hard work along our paths to convince 
architecture. The publishing of a well-curated hardcopy portfolio 
would also be kept in the office for easy reference in client brief-
ing meetings.
•	 Hard Copy Marketing: the creation of flyers/pamphlets, brochures, 
business cards and printed media advertising
•	 Branded Office Supplies: office supplies, stationary and equip-
ment will be printed with B•D•N•D imagery, so as to create an 
emphasized brand loyalty and strength within the office environ-
ment, for both the company workforce and clients who frequent 
the business premises 
•	 Technology: to promote the use of the most efficient and up-to-
date industry software 
•	 Hands on Presence: making ourselves available to clients in per-
son and on a regular basis, creating a rapport and a relationship 
based on trust and reliability
•	 Industry Collaborations: combining works and correspondence 
with professionals within and outside of the build environment to 
produce projects that deliver a holistic end-user centric product, 
e.g. interior designers, interior/landscape architects, furniture 
artisans, fine artists & sculptors. This too, will grow our collective 
network of associates from diverse fields.
•	 Networking Engagements: members of staff would attend strate-
gy meetings, seminar and networking sessions directly linked to 
the company’s interests and ethos
•	 Referrals: by providing exceptional services to existing clients, by 
word of mouth, clients are able to refer associates to our business 
based on their personal experience with us
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Map: Location of BDND Design Group 
Images: (left) Street View of premises; (right) Security entrance lobby. 
 
Images: (left) Potential office boardroom; (right) Potential director’s office. 
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Accommodation Requirements 
B•D•N•D Design Group will occupy premises in the area of Rosebank, 
Johannesburg. This area is identified as a development hub, with new com-
mercial and large scale residential projects coming up in various locations. 
It also located close to suburban areas characteristically associated with 
our intended target market. The offices are located in a well-established 
office park on Jan Smuts Avenue, a main arterial link from the central CBD, 
towards Sandton to the north. This site is ideal due to its:
•	 Location along a main road
•	 Proximity to intended target market – within affluent suburbs
•	 Proximity to design & construction consultants
•	 Security (on-site security staff & cctv monitored premises)
•	 Secure Parking (for staff & clients)
•	 Adaptability of office space layout
Premises Address: 3rd Floor – 158 Jan Smuts Avenue, Rosebank
Premises Size: 222m²
Monthly Rental: R25 530
Description: Great condition and easily re-usable fitted office situated in 
the heart of Rosebank just walking distance from the shopping centre 
and close proximity to the Gautrain. The office is comprised of an inviting 
reception that leads on to a boardroom, a number of glass panelled offices 
& a carpeted open plan area, connected to a modern kitchen. The office also 
has its own private balcony with beautiful views of Rosebank.
Asking a very affordable and below market rental for the area, with hardly 
any work to be done to the office which is available immediately and has 
all air-condition units and ceiling boards in place.
Operating Procedures
B•D•N•D will establish step-by-step Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
manuals that are specific to the architectural profession and that will 
ensure the accuracy and efficiency of all office operations. These strategic 
documents will cover operations regarding project management, project 
delivery, contract documentation development, computer-based building, 
information modelling and office operations management. This establish-
es a clear guideline to what is expected from all members of staff when 
working to complete a project, which software packages are to be used 
and what level of detail is to be put into specific tasks. These documents 
are also necessary to ensure that everyone understands staffing and office 
conduct procedures, for example:
•	 Office Hours: 7h00 – 16:00
•	 15min Tea Break: 10h00
•	 1hr Lunch Break: 13h00
•	 Office Social Protocol, Dynamics & Discipline
•	 Employee Training & Development
•	 Channels of Dispute Resolutions
•	 Leave & Employee Benefits
•	 Job Descriptions & Responsibilities 
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Staff Member  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
Olufolajimi Akinboboye  R 21 000.00 R 25 200.00 R 30 240.00 
Jasmine Zwane R 21 000.00 R 25 200.00 R 30 240.00 
Naomi Stark  R 7 774.00 R 9 000.00 R 10 350.00 
Tshepo Ndlovu R 14 150.00 R 16 300.00 R 18 800.00 
Karabo Vincent R 14 150.00 R 16 300.00 R 18 800.00 
    
 
Business Insurance 
Premises, equipment, data, income and personnel are all components that are crucial to the functioning 
of any architectural practice, therefore B•D•N•D Design Group endeavours to commit to: 
 Ensuring the premises (building) is insured by the property owner 
 Business Content Insurance – to cover any damage or loss of office content & equipment 
 Professional Indemnity Insurance – taken out on every project completed & held for at least 5 
years after completion 
 Limit Liability – terms specified in the PROCSA agreement regarding the period and scope of the 
works that the firm is liable for 
 Access Legal Representation – in the event that legal action is taken against the company or 
needs to be taken against a client 
 Hire Professional Consultants – to limit the potential of B•D•N•D advising or consulting outside 
of the scope of work and expertise 
 Enforce Standard Operating Procedures – staff are to adhere to policies & protocol, so as to limit 
risk, liability & breach of contractual obligation 
 Statutory Body Membership - ensuring all practicing professionals are registered with SACAP, 
SAIA & SAIAT 
 
Capital Equipment  
The productivity of an architectural firm is greatly reliant on the working conditions and environment 
that the staff is subjected to. In order to complete the work required, various types of furniture, 
technological equipment and computer drawing software. 
 Basic office furniture would be necessary for use by all staff members; this would include work desks, 
chairs, drawers, filing cabinets and stationary. An additional table and chairs would be required, for the 
boardroom, so as to provide facilities for holding staff and client meetings. 
 Personal desk top computers would be required for each staff member, with all the necessary drawing, 
illustrating and rendering software programs necessary to produce the range of work required. 
 A digital server and back-up system would be of crucial importance not only to be able to store or back-
up work to be able to reference at a later stage, but also to keep an accurate record of all the works done 
regarding a particular project, should any legal disputes arise. The server computer, along with any hard 
copies related to office administration and production should be store in a place protected from water 
damage, direct sun exposure, fire and theft. This space could decidedly be held off-site for security 
16 
 
Personnel 
 
 
 
 
Staff Member  Position  Skills and Qualifications Salary 
Olufolajimi Akinboboye  
 
Executive 
Director 
 
MTECH Prof. Architecture 
Degree 
 
R 21 000.00 
 
Jasmine Zwane Creative 
Director 
 
MTECH Prof. Architecture 
Degree 
 
R 21 000.00 
 
Naomi Stark  Secretary  BCom Honours Business 
Administration. 
R7 774.00 
Tshepo Ndlovu Architectural 
Technologist 
National Diploma in 
Architecture 
R 14 150.00 
 
Karabo Vincent Architectural 
Technologist 
National Diploma in 
Architecture 
R 14 150.00 
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Business Insurance
Premises, equipment, data, in ome and p rs nnel are all compon nts 
that are crucial to the functioning of any architectural practice, therefore 
B•D•N•D Design Group endeavours to commit to:
•	 Ensuring the premises (building) is insured by the property owner
•	 Business Content Insurance – to cover any damage or loss of office 
content & equipment
•	 Professional Indemnity Insurance – taken out on every project 
completed & held for at least 5 years after completion
•	 Limit Liability – terms specified in the PROCSA agreement regard-
ing the period and scope of the works that the firm is liable for
•	 Access Legal Representation – in the event that legal action is 
taken against the company or needs to be taken against a client
•	 Hire Professional Consultants – to limit the potential of B•D•N•D 
advising r co sulting outside of th  scope of work and expertise
•	 Enforce Standard Operating Procedures – staff are to adhere to 
policies & p ot col, so as to limit risk, liability & brea h of contrac-
tual obligation
•	 Statutory Body Membership - ensuring all practicing profes i als 
are registered with SACAP, SAIA & SAIAT
Capital Equipment 
The productivity of an architectural firm is greatly reliant on the working 
conditions and environment that the staff is subjected to. In order to com-
plete the work required, various types of furniture, technological equip-
ment and computer drawing software.
 Basic office furniture would be necessary for use by all staff members; this 
would include work desks, chairs, drawers, filing cabinets and stationary. 
An additional table and chairs would be required, for the boardroom, so as 
to provide facilities for holding staff and client meetings.
 Personal desk top computers would be required for each staff member, 
with all the necessary drawing, illustrating and rendering software pro-
grams necessary to produce the range of work required.
 A digital server and back-up system would be of crucial importance not 
only to be able to store or back-up work to be able to reference at a later 
stage, but also to keep an accurate record of all the works done regarding 
a particular project, should any legal disputes arise. The server computer, 
along with any hard copies related to office administration and production 
should be store in a place protected from water damage, direct sun expo-
sure, fire and theft. This space could decidedly be held off-site for security 
purposes or be kept on-site in a safe room to be installed in the office, 
should the lease agreement permit.
 Communication devices are critical to remain in contact with clients, 
suppliers and consultants, therefore telecoms and internet connectivity is 
of utmost importance.
 Finally, no drawing office is able to issue drawings efficiently without the 
convenience of plotters and printers available, in-house. A plotter is neces-
sary for large scale print jobs and a multifunctional printer/copier would be 
necessary for printing of contractual documents, correspondence and test 
prints.
Other features include: 
•	 Excellent 24-hour security 
•	 Air-conditioning
•	 Super-Fast fibre connectivity 
•	 Back-up generator 
•	 Very well managed building
  
Personnel
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Financial Plan 
B•D•N•D Design Group will increase its growth by increasing its cash flow through the years.  
Financial Projection 
A projection of anticipated annual income, EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) 
and net profit is proposed showing a 15year proposed growth of the firm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
R0,00
R500 000,00
R1 000 000,00
R1 500 000,00
R2 000 000,00
R2 500 000,00
R3 000 000,00
2018 2023 2028 2033
Income
EBITIDA
Net Profit
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Personnel expenses R 78 074.00 
Wages R 72 314.00 
Payroll Taxes R 5 760.00 
Other Operational Expenses R 155 301.92 
Cost of loans R 252 000.00 
Insurance R 15000.00 
Maintenance & Repairs R 2 000.00 
Marketing R 3 500.00 
Miscellaneous R 1 300.00 
Office Expenses R 3 300.00 
Rent R 25 530.00 
Telephone R 1 300.00 
Utilities R 2500.00 
Total Operational Expenses R 367 800.00 
Net Income (Loss) R 267 100.00 
 
Break Even Analysis 
A break-even analysis will be used to determine what point the company will be able to switch from 
running at a loss towards being profitable. December 2021 was taken as the reference for the fixed 
monthly costs R 600 000 and the unit costs were derived from 4 architectural staff members working a 
40-hour work week and being charged jointly of 160 hours. 
 
Break-Even Volume      =                          Fixed Costs                                   =     Fixed Costs 
                                               Revenue Per Unit-Variable Cost Per Unit            Unit Margin 
 
 
Break-Even Volume      =                   R600 000.00                         =    1 
                                                                 160 Hours                                 1 
 
Break-Even Volume = R 3 750 / Unit 
The client would thus have to be invoiced R 3 750  for one hour and 4 staff members work to be 
economically viable and an amount greater than this would have to be invoiced in order to turn a profit. 
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purposes or be kept on-site in a safe room to be installed in the office, should the lease agreement 
permit. 
 Communication devices are critical to remain in contact with clients, suppliers and consultants, 
therefore telecoms and internet connectivity is of utmost importance. 
 Finally, no drawing office is able to issue drawings efficiently without the convenience of plotters and 
printers available, in-house. A plotter is necessary for large scale print jobs and a multifunctional 
printer/copier would be necessary for printing of contractual documents, correspondence and test prints. 
 
Capital Equipment  Cost Quantity Total 
Office Furniture    
Work Desks R1 699.00 6 R10 194.00 
Computer Chairs R1 955.00 6 R11 730.00 
Drawers & Filing Cabinets R2 195.00 4 R8 780.00 
Boardroom Furniture    
Boardroom Table & Chairs R 9 995.00 1 R 9 995.00 
Computers & Networking    
HP 800 Desktop PC + Monitor R2 899.00 3 R8 697.00 
Lenovo Thinkpad R15 999.00 3 R47 997.00 
CAD Software R68 000.00 1 R68 000.00 
Plotter R42 121.55 1 R42 121.55 
Multifunctional Printer/Copier R13 500.00 1 R13 500.00 
   R 221 014.55 
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Financing & Repayments 
 
Sales Forecast 
Sales Forecast is broken down into: Design, Process, and construction. These three categories put 
together make up one architecture project. The sum for each project is based on an 8% cut from the total 
construction costs of each job. The table below provides an overview of our forecast sales. Actual sales 
could vary depending on the project size and budget. 
 
Sales 
 
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
Design R 428 000.00 R 549 200.00 R 1 720 800.00 
Production R 75 000.00 R 212 000.00 R 398 200.00 
Construction 
Documents 
 
R 342 000.00 R 441 500.00 R 780 500.00 
 
Total Sales R 845 000.00 R 949 700.00 R2 899 500.00 
Direct Cost of Sales Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
Design R 64 100.00 R 240 000.00 R 511 379.00 
Production R 24 200.00 R 23 600.00 R 71 490.00 
Construction 
Documents 
 
R 49 400.00 R 191 400.00 R 298 789.00 
Subtotal Direct Cost 
of Sales 
 
R 137 700.00 R 455 000.00 R 881 658.00 
 
 
 
Monthly Income and Expense Statement – December 2019t 
 
Income R 845 000.00 
Gross Sales R 845 000.00 
Less: Sales Returns and Allowances R 475 920.00 
Disbursements:  
Materials R 21 200.00 
Other direct expenses R 10 251.13 
Gross Profit (Loss) R 287 100 
Other Income: R 0.00 
Discount received R 0.00 
Gross Income R 622 840.34 
Expenses  
Financial expenses R 4958.04 
Bank Charges and commissions R 4 837.89 
Interest R 120.15 
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Personnel expenses R 78 074.00 
Wages R 72 314.00 
Payroll Taxes R 5 760.00 
Other Operational Expenses R 155 301.92 
Cost of loans R 252 000.00 
Insurance R 15000.00 
Maintenance & Repairs R 2 000.00 
Marketing R 3 500.00 
Miscellaneous R 1 300.00 
Office Expenses R 3 300.00 
Rent R 25 530.00 
Telephone R 1 300.00 
Utilities R 2500.00 
Total Operational Expenses R 367 800.00 
Net Income (Loss) R 267 100.00 
 
Break Even Analysis 
A break-even analysis will be used to determine what point the company will be able to switch from 
running at a loss towards being profitable. December 2021 was taken as the reference for the fixed 
monthly costs R 600 000 and the unit costs were derived from 4 architectural staff members working a 
40-hour work week and being charged jointly of 160 hours. 
 
Break-Even Volume      =                          Fixed Costs                                   =     Fixed Costs 
                                               Revenue Per Unit-Variable Cost Per Unit            Unit Margin 
 
 
Break-Even Volume      =                   R600 000.00                         =    1 
                                                                 160 Hours                                 1 
 
Break-Even Volume = R 3 750 / Unit 
The client would thus have to be invoiced R 3 750  for one hour and 4 staff members work to be 
economically viable and an amount greater than this would have to be invoiced in order to turn a profit. 
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Break Even Analysis
A break-even analysis will be used to determine what point the company 
will be able to switch from running at a loss towards being profitable. De-
cember 2021 was taken as the reference for the fixed monthly costs R 600 
000 and the unit costs were derived from 4 architectural staff members 
working a 40-hour work week and being charged jointly of 160 hours.
Break-Even Volume = R 3 750 / Unit
The client would thus have to be invoiced R 3 750  for one hour and 4 staff 
members work to be economically viable and an amount greater than this 
would have to be invoiced in order to turn a profit.
Financial Plan
B•D•N•D Design Group will increase its growth by increasing its cash flow 
through the years. 
Financial Projection
A proje tion of anticipated annual income, EBITDA (earnings before 
interest, taxes, de reciation and amortiz tion) and net profit is proposed 
showing a 15year proposed growth of the firm.
Financing & Repayments
Sales Forecast
Sales Forecast is broken down into: Design, Process, and construction. 
These th e categories put together make up one architecture project. The 
sum for each project is based on an 8% cut from the total construction costs 
of each job. The table below provides an overview of our forecast sales. 
Actual sales could vary depending on the project size and budget.
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